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A const ant; area
a radius of localised wave function
0 capacitance; constant
c velocity of light in vacuo
D diffusion coefficient





G-(T) density of relaxation times
G- conductance
Ii magnetic field






H number of particles
LT(Ep) density of states at the Fermi energy
F'r. density of localised states
Nc density of charge carriers
liq^ density of charged states







rM most probable hopping distance
rP average separation of localised stateso —
T temperature
Tg glass transformation temperature




d optical absorption coefficient; attenuation;
polarisability.
thermal expansion coefficient
If temperature coefficient of the activation energy;
propagation constant
S skin depth; loss angle
e0 permittivity of free space




Ai mobility; d.ipole moment












The dielectric properties in the frequency ranges
7•10"' to 1 O^Hz and 10^ to 1 • 2.1 O*'®IIz and the d.c.
conductivities have heen investigated for amorphous semi¬
conductors of compositions close to stoichiometry in the
As - S and As - Se systems.
In the audio frequency range the results are
consistent with a thermally assisted electron hopping model
showing an almost linear frequency dependence and weah
temperature of the conductivity.' As the compositions we.re
changed the a.c. and d.c. conductivities of the As - S system
showed a minimum close to the stoichiometric material, whereas
the As - Se system proved to have a maximum at the
corresponding composition. This is interpreted as providing
evidence that the conduction mechanisms are fundamentally
different: conduction in the As - 3 system is Toy hopping in
the localised states and that in the As - Se system is "by a
trap limited process in the extended states.
A technique for making microwave dielectric measure¬
ments over a wide frequency range (1 to 12*5SH3) has been
developed using the microstrip techniques of modern microwave,
technology. The technique has "been proved useful for measure¬
ments of reasonable accuracy and was easily adaptable for a
wide range of measurement temperatures (90 to i+OO K).
Using this technique the conductivities of a.s2 S3 and
As2 Se^ were measured arid have been interpreted as showing the






Vitreous solids are those which have "been cooled
from the liquid phase sufficiently rapidly to prevent
crystallisation. The contrast between vitreous and
crystalline materials is mainly one of long range order. In
both forms the symmetry of nearest neighbour atoms is
similar; i.e. short range order is xoreserved. Glass is also
an unstable thermodynamic state.
The terms "vitreous", "glassy" and "amorphous" in
this work will be used synqnomously, though there is a
tendency to reserve "amorphous" for materials prepared by
vacuum evaporation or some similar technique.
The degree of disorder can be determined by X-ray
diffraction techniques. The results are converted into a
radial distribution function which gives the probability of
finding an atom at a particular distance from a given atom.
Figure (1.1) illustrates the radial distribution function
( 1 )
for bulk arsenic sulphide (As2 s^) after Hopkins et al .
At small distances the function is close to the
corresponding crystalline form but the similarity extends
only as far as two or three interatomic distances.











for As9S^ after Hopkins et al
(1)
material "becomes rigid as the viscosity rises. The
temperature at which this happens is called the glass
transformation temperature, Tg. Tg is not well defined
"but depends on the rate of cooling; it is therefore not
unique for a particular composition. However, information
about the structure of a glass can he obtained from the
(?)
variation of Tg with compositionv .
1.2 The Chalcogenide Glasses.
The Chalcogenide glasses are composed of one or
more of the elements S, Se and Te, often compounded with
other elements such as As, Si, Ge, P, Sb and Tl. Two of
the most widely studied glasses are arsenic selenide (AS2 Se^)
and arsenic sulphide (AS2 Sj).
For a given group of elements there is a limited
region of compositions which will form vitreous materials on
cooling from the melt. Figure (1.2) shows the glass forming
region of the As-S-Se system.
The basic unit of As2 glass is (as in the
crystalline form) a pyramid of As S^/2* The linking is at
the S atoms and the layer structure is partially broken to
(2)form rings or chains of differing sizes.
Away from stoichiometry in the As-S system either
Sn rings or chains exist (excess S) or As^ units are




C. 1 a s s forming region of the As-S-Se system
after Myers and Felty(2)
this does not necessarily imply similar electrical
properties
i.3 Basic Electrical Properties.
The electrical conductivity of the chalcogenide
—1S ■ —A —A
glasses varies from ahout 10 ohm" cm (As2 S3) to
(b- 5)10-3 oiun ^ cm ^ (TI2 Se . AS2 ' This range is
from the semi-insulating to the semiconducting.
Experimental evidence^7 has shown that the
chalcogenide glasses are electronic conductors. The more
"conventional" oxide- "based glasses are usually ionic
conductors.
The lack of long range order introduces large
densities of traps in the energy gap "between the valence and
conduction "bands. These traps affect the "behaviour of the
charge carriers in the solid and electrical measurements can
"be used to determine their density and distribution.
Dielectric measurements are among these techniques.
In the electronic conducting glasses it is of
interest to know whether the a.c« conduction is by a band or
(7)
hopping process. Pollak has derived the form of the
conductivity for both processes. The frequency dependences
are different and hence dielectric measurements can be used
to eliminate one or both processes.
There may "be other processes which have similar
frequency dependences and are equally possible in an
amorphous solid. It was hoped that measurements over large




Electrical Properties and Band Structure
2.1 Introduction.
In a perfect crystalline solid the allowed
energies of the electrons form definite "bands where the
density of states function, U(E), is continuous and non¬
zero. The electrical characteristics, of the solid are
determined "by the positions of the valence and conduction
"bands and their occupancy "by electrons. . The electrons occupy
extended states in the allowed "bands and if the "band is
neither empty nor' completely full their motion "becomes
impeded only "by some scattering process. Scattering results
from the presence of impurities (taken here to include
imperfections in the structure and phonons) and restricts
the electrons to a finite mean free path.
An important effect of impurities is the creation
of energy levels within the "forbidden" gap. Amorphous
materials have a high degree of disorder and this results in
the establishment of a large number of localised energy levels
in the gap, affecting the electrical properties of the
material. Most of the theoretical and experimental work on
non-crystalline solids aims towards an understanding of the
distribution and origin of these localised energy levels,
whether the transition from localised to delocalised at the
band edges is discontinuous or not,^^'^"^ and their effect
on the conductivity, mobility and optical and other properties.
6
2.2 Band Models,
The existence of an energy gap Between the
extended states of the valence and conduction "bands is
implied "by the variation of d.c. conductivity with
temperature and the existence of an optical absorption edge.
Simple models have "been deduced "by Mott^^'^"^ and Cohen,
(11)
fritsche and Ovshinsky to cover the range from amorphous
elements to amorphous alloys.
The models are shown in figure (2.1 a,To). The model
(2.1a) is thought applicable to the simpler glasses
(12)
containing one or two elements. Mott argues that there
must exist energies Eq and Ey where there is a sharp
transition from extended to localised states. The range, of
the localised states (i.e. EG - E^ or Eg - Ey) is
(12)
estimated to "be about 0»1 to 0*2 eV. An important
feature of the model is that the mobility of the charge
carriers decreases sharply at Eq and By. The change of
(13)
mobility may be by a factor 1000. The energies at
these points define the energy gap but it is better
described as a mobility gap. (Pig. (2.1c))
If some specific defect exists in the material
(II4.)
Davis and Mott propose that a narrow band of localised
states may be formed in the gap which pins the Fermi energy.
This is shown in figure (2.1d).
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Figure (2.1)
Possible band models for amorphous semi condue tors
where compositional disorder may "be greater, is that of
Cohen, Fritsche and Ovshinslcy shown in figure (2.'lb) o The
main feature is the much greater extent of the localised
states resulting in an overlap near the centre of the gap.
The overlap ensures a transfer of electrons from the top of
the valence hand states to the bottom of the conduction hand
states keeping the Fermi energy in the region of the overlap.
These models form a hasis for further work. For
a particular amorphous semiconductor there may he several
"hands" of localised states in the mobility gap corresponding
to particular defects; or combinations of the various models
might apply.
2.3 Charge Transport.
Transport of electrons (or holes) in an amorphous
semiconductor is possible in the region of the extended
states or in the localised states. In the localised region
the motion of the carriers is a thermally activated process
usvially referred to as hopping. Transport in this region is
of particular importance to gather information on the
distributions, densities and electrical characteristics of
the localised states.
2. 3. 1 D.G. Conductivity.
(13)
D.C. conduction is possible by three mechanisms:
(a) Carriers thermally excited from the extended
states "below Ey to those above Eq. This leads to a
conductivity of the form (for electrons):
8
cr - <r0 exp[- (Et - EF)/kf] (2.1)
Ec - Ep is constant and usually roughly half the energy
of the optical absorption edge. <y0 can be calculated from
(12) (lh)
theory with fair accuracy ' and is in the range 200
-1 -1
to 500 ohm . cm
If the activation energy varies with temperature
as
Et- Ep a E - XT (2.2)
then
a * cr0 eocp js exp (2.3)
k V.T
and a plot of logcr verses ~ will still give a straight
line. The temperature coefficient, $ is expected to be
roughly half that of the optical energy gap.
(b) Carriers can be excited from the non-
localised states to the localised states. In this case the
conductivity (again for electrons) has the form:
* cr, exp[-(Eft-£F * AV/i)/k"l3 (2.U)
where AW, is an average activation energy for hopping.1
-.3 (1U)
The constant 0; is expected to be approximately 10 q-0 .
(c) Hopping of electrons with energies near the
Fermi energy. For a defect "band of localised states, as .
proposed "by Davis and Mott of width 2 A Wg , the
conductivity is
cr e 0-asxp[- (AU^/I^T) (2o5)
with « 0",.
Plots of log ff versus 1 are expected to give
T
three different activation energies as the temperature is
decreased.
It should "be noted that the third mode of
conduction will only give a unique energy if "the
(15)
carriers hop to their nearest neighbours . If the
temperature is lowered so that it is energetically more
likely for the carriers to tunnel to distant sites, then the
expected form is^^
<y cc expwrt (2-6)
2« 3 • 2 Mobility.
of the form
In the region of localised states the mobility is
(15)
/A. - exp (- (2,7)
10
with / s
J ^oea txp[~loca.) (2.8)
kT
12 —1
//0 is a phonon frequency ( ^ 10 sec" ) and a is
the distance "between localised states. The factor
exp ( - 2 a, a) is a measure of the overlap of the wave
functions when the localised states are far apart.
Where the states are non-localised the mobility
will "be much greater "but in amorphous semiconductors the
existence of large densities of localised states ensures
that the effective mobility is trap limited. The mobility is
then a. function of the densities of free and trapped electrons
(n0 and n-^) so that
* M-o (2.9)
If the density of localised states at the band
edges is a linear function of energy for a range AS
then^16)
■ /j.0AE exp(-&E) (2.10)
TT kT
The range of localised states at the mobility edges can
therefore be determined if this simple relationship holds.
Equation (2.10) may be compared with the mobility
limited by a discrete level of traps at energy... A E below
the conduction band. If Nc is the density of states in
the conduction band and Nt the density of traps, then
11
p-D fi0 jj4 Nt exp (AJE.)] (2.11)
Nt kT
At low temperatures this approximates to
Mo = exP (~ AE) ( 2o 1 2)
Nt k.T
2.3*3 • The Mobility Shoulder.
At the energies Ec and Ey the mobility
(at T = OK) falls from a finite value (above. Eq and
below Ey) to zero or a very small value. This point is
(9)
discussed by Cohen . In this change the mean free path of
the electrons decreases rapidly from greater than to the
order of the electron wavelength. Just above Eq the
wavelength is comparable to the interatomic spacing and the
(9)
motion of the electrons is best described as diffusive .
In this case the mobility is
/a. * eD -- ecu (2o13)
kT kT
where...D is the diffusion coefficient and Vt is an
electronic frequency ( -»» 10 sec ) •
This description allows for a continuous transition
in the mobility as the states change their nature at the
mobility edges.
2.1+ Optical Absorption.
The variation of the optical absorption
coefficient, ct 3 with photon energy found in amorphous
semiconductors (and in other materials) usually shows an
initial exponential increase leading to a variation of the
form
(fio- Eo) (2.1U)
The exponential section obeys the "Urbach rule".
cl • c^c exp (ftfco/kT) (2.1-5)
In the region described by (2.1U) the
exponent n is usually- 2 but may vary depending on the
(13)
transitions involved . The relation forms a way of
defining the optical energy gap as Eg . Eg is not, in
general, twice the conductivity activation energy.
CHAPTER 3
Dielectric Properties and A. G. Conduction
3.1 Introduction.
The dielectric properties of a material are
defined "by the electric field strength E , the electric
displacement or flux density D and the polarisation P .
The relation "between these quantities is
D - e0 E + P (3.1)
where 60 is the permittivity of free space. If the
medium is linear then
0 « £o6f I (3.2)
and „ef. is the relative permittivity of the medium.
Equations (3°1) and (3«2) imply that
Im eoler-tyE * £oXE (3.3)
where X is defined as the electric susceptibility.
If the dielectric medium is placed in an
alternating electric field E0et(ot the polarisation and
displacement may lag in phase "behind E, the applied field.
To include this let




D0£2cp i (fot-S) = £o e* E0 exp I cot (3*5)
or e0£r* « Do (cos S - 4 si<\^ (3»6)
E0
In general, therefore, the permittivity may he complex and
is written
£, - 6, - ce. (3.7)
£f' and er" are the relative dielectric constant and
dielectric loss respectively.
An important quantity is the loss tangent defined
as
tOA S s &o 6f s (3«3)
60 ef'
Bf (and thus tan S ) are related to the loss of energy in
the dielectric.
It can he shown that the dielectric loss is
equivalent to a conductivity, cr
where
cr » co£0er* (3.9)
The dielectric properties of a material can equally he
described in terms of the complex quantities cr* , and
e* ; these are related by
cr* * Lcoe* (3.10)
X* • ef* - I (3.11)
The most physically meaningful quantity is the
polarisation. The total polarisation can be considered as
the sum of polarisation of individual mechanisms: e.g.
displacements of electrons, ions and molecules possessing an
electric dipole moment. Particular mechanisms are usually
dominant at different frequencies.
3.2 Dielectric Response,
If an electric field is applied to a solid at time
t = tQ polarisation will result. The response cf the
electric charges in the solid may not be instantaneous and
the growth of the polarisation with time can be represented'
qualitatively as shown in figure (3°1). The "instantaneous"
polarisation and the polarisation represented by the









at ion for electric
t i me t
(1 7)
Following the treatment of Gevers^ '' the
application of a periodic field at t - - co results
in a contribution to the polarisation of
16
s e0CX5 "Xoo^Eo J (iiat'). (3.13)
it'
which (using (3»12) and (3«3) ) gives
<se>
e* * (es-£<») l df (t). exp (-Lut).ci-t (3*lk)]o dt
having components
st' • £<p * (es -O I df (t} . cos wt. At (3.15)
dt
<p
n f \ I
e r" * Us - £®») \ (.0 . StA (Ob . dt (3 .1 6)
0 dt
65 and are the dielectric constants corresponding to
zero and "infinite" frequencies.
Equations (3.15) and (3.16) are completely general
and the only assumx^tion made in their derivation is the
validity of the principle of superposition. Particular
mechanisms will determine the response function £ (t ).
If the response function has the form
| (t) s I + eoc^> (3.17)




;r ' (^-5 ~ ^ ©o) •
Tm> T2*
These equations were originally derived "by Debye





The loss tangent is
tan J (es - . tot (3.20)
£«, + £ *> to* Tx
The time constant, or relaxation time, T defines
the rate of growth or decay of the polarisation.
Figure (3«2) illustrates the behaviour of the
Debye equations.
A response function j)(t) ^ (it) . cos (00t
T
(19)
results in a complex permittivity of the fornr
er ^ e® * £| ~ i
2.
" tCD0t + co0T
1 - I(q0 •* <d) t i + i.(Q0











equation e, is the " €«, " of the Debye equations and
is the dielectric constant at a higher frequency ( » 00 )•
Equation (3«21 ) describes resonance absorption processes.
These usually occur at high frequencies (from microwave to
optical frequencies).
Purely exponential decay functions are expected
if the system has no preferred configuration or more than
one stable equilibrium position. One stable configuration
■
• • -V, U •results in resonance behaviour
3.3 Models for Relaxation. .
The most useful simple model for relaxation is '
that described by Debye^^) and Prohlich^,
Consider a dielectric with U charged particles
each of which has two equilibrium positions separated by a
potential barrier of height U. . Interaction between the
particles is assumed negligible.
If the positions of a pair of particles are called
1 and 2 as shown in figure (3*3)? the occupation
probabilities with no external field are equal, i.e.
P. " p* ' j (3.22)
As a simplification the "no-field" potential of each well is
assumed the same.
Figure (3.3)
Frohlich two-site model for dielectric
relaxation
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Over the whole solid the number of particles in
sites 1 and 2 is the same and
2N, ■ 2N, ■ It (3.23)
If an electric field, E is applied at time
t = 0 the difference in the potentials of the wells will
"be
4s! "^2 * % £ ' - (3»2i+)
for a charge and distance apart £ •
At temperature T the probability of occupation
of the wells becomes
p( = exp- (3 • 25)
exp - 0, * ~eccp - <Px
and
pa * exp- <t>g, (3.26)
exp - + c-xp - 0A
where <PL 1 /k~T Is 2.
The two sites will be in contact with a thermal reservoir
and transitions between them will occur. The transition
rates are
» ft exp - (3*27)
1- A exp - (u* A*) (3*26)
where u- u/kT and
In genera], for low fields A 4< I i.e.
and so
oia ^ fiexp -u.. [1-a] * B [l-Al (3-29)
o2{ ~ ft eocp - u.. [i + = 8 [l + A] (3°30)
The average rates of change of and Ng are
8Mi - - M, *^(0^ (3.31)
dt
dN^ - N, LOa - Mi (Oy (3.32)
dt
1 .e.
A (M*-NiV 16[-(N2-H^N£^ (3.33)
dt
and the solution to this equation is
Mx-N, - MA(l - eocp-2.&t) (3.3b)
The polarisation P = (N2 - P-]) ?J- for dipole moment /l
and therefore
P= NAjjl (I - exp- 2.8t) (3.33)
The polarisation has an exponential decay and thus this model
leads to the Debye equations with relaxation time 1/2B
21
i.e. t * J_ . exp U_ * t exp 1L (3»36)
*ft kT kT




The ahove treatment is only valid when the
collision time with the surrounding medium is short compared
with X (the average time a particle spends in a well) and
the period of the. external field^20^. If there is interaction
"between particles the transition probabilities will not be
constant but will depend on the positions of neighbouring
charges * This results in non-linear equations for N-j and
JJ2.
An important result of this treatment is the
relation between x , U and T given by equation (3»36).
A more general case of the model is when the well
potentials are not equal in the absence of an external field
and fj. and E are not parallel. For a zero-field energy
difference AW , averaging over all angles results in a
(21) (22)
contribution to the polarisation '
P» secYi2" UW).(I- exp-t} (3.38)
3kT ^
In this case the relaxation time is
22
X (3.39)
Equation (3.38) still has an exponential decay and will lead
to the Debye equations.
would result from averaging over the differences "between
pairs of localised states, assuming that this is the
appropriate conduction mechanism. The most obvious variables
are the differences in energy, AW , the relaxation
times, t and the distances between states, r
3* h The Relaxation Time.
3» k° ^ Single relaxation times.
The assumption of a single relaxation time for a
description of the dielectric properties of a material
results in the Debye equations as was shown in section (3.2).
However, experimental results show that in general loss peaks
are usually wider than the Debye case, asymmetric, or no loss
peak is found over a v/ide frequency range. This implies that
many relaxation times may exist in a material.
3.h*2 Distributions of Relaxation Times.
In an amorphous solid the dielectric properties
(23)
In 1907 von Schweidlerv J introduced the idea
that the response function consisted of an .infinite
number of different relaxation times, } coupled with a
density function, • defined so that
£ " 1 (3»k0)
L=0
and f(t) ' E (3.W)
i*0
here fit) is a function of Xj, , possibly with the form
of equation (3°17)»
Using this gives a dielectric constant and loss:
GrM (3.U2)
I'D It (OlX^
er"* Us-ajZ frfoWcf. (3.U3)
t'O . J AI t u>4 -Ci.2
Generalising these equations results in
£r' r eoo + l£s"fe«>»)] &^
o I t CO5" X*
er" • C£S"0 CrCx) COX . dx
Jo I t oxXx
( 3 o hj-^4-)
(5.U5)
with the condition
J <j(x).dX - I (3.^6)
is now the distribution of relaxation times and
is the fraction of relaxation times in the
range t to t + d"t
The effect of a distribution of relaxation times
is to widen the loss peak and decrease the dispersion of the
dielectric constant. The distribution can be deduced from
experimental results but relating <HU to physical
processes remains one of the most difficult problems in the
study of dielectric behaviour.
Possible insight into the processes involved may
be gained from the Frohlich two-site model where
x s x0 exp U/kT (3.36)
A distribution in relaxation times is equivalent to a
(17)
distribution in barrier heights. Gevers^ and Gevers and
Du Pr&^^ adopt this approach.
As £<•' and e.f are functions of the same
distribution function, in principle one quantity can be
calculated from the other. The resulting equations are
called the Kramers-Kronig relations and are expressed as
ue/(u) . du (3°^7)
u*- - to*
6f"(to) - - . du
Jo U* - UD*
(3.W)
25
where u is the variable of integration.
There are a number of distribution functions
which may be used to fit experimental results. The simplest
(20)
was derived by Prohlich from basic physical ideas. If
it is assumed that there is a distribution of barrier heights,
U such that the barriers are uniformly distributed over
the range U0 to U0 •* u0 (i.e.
U1 U0 *u with 0 4 u 4 uQ ) then for N
dipoles there are M du barriers between UD + u and
u0
U0 a * du , neglecting .interaction,
"* £-oo • U du (3»b9)
^ vi0
which is the total contribution to 6S by barriers close
to U0 +u But also
S - 6CO 1 U* " £Co) 1 GtW '&XJ o
p uo
a (es - 6oo) \ Gr("c). d_b . du
° da
r C&9- \ ° Gr(t)*t >du (3.50)
~kT °
from (3.36). Thus (_es - a„) 6(V)Tdu/kT is the
contribution to es and by comparison with equation (3»^-9)
GCt) ■ vr .j. (3,51)
Uo *
for the range of T defined by U . Or ft) is zero outside
this range.
Provided Or ft) decreases rapidly outside the range
the result is still valid and the resulting dielectric
parameters are
e/ • £«* Uj La
2.u0
I + (O* Xj\ 1
i * u* xty
(3.52)
er" -- (e,-eJkT cot,. --tan"1 ut] (3.53)
u.
where r, and correspond to the limits u = 0 and




In this case the dielectric loss is independent of
frequency and proportional to temperature.
One of the simplest forms of distribution
function Jls that which leads to a. Gaussian distribution of
relaxation times centred on a relaxation time r0 . This is
G(r)dx = b ex-p(-bV') .ds (3.55)
J*
where S * U IX/T.) The width of the resulting loss
peak depends on the parameter t>: when b is small the
dielectric loss is almost independent of frequency.
There are other functions which may "be used to
describe dielectric "behaviour, "but one of the most useful
(25)
was formulated by Cole and Cole . Expressed in its
simplest form the complex dielectric constant is
= * &S - €a> (3.56)
U ILcotJ" *
In this case the parameter cL (o4ct 4 l] defines the width
of the distribution. Following from this a plot of the real
component against the imaginary component of ef* will produce
an arc extending from 6^ to £s on the real axis. The
parameter dL defines where the centre of the circle
producing the arc lies. The Debye case has d. £ O and the
centre lies on the real axis, whereas for cL> O the
centre lies below the real axis. The usefulness of the
Cole-Cole plot is greatest when there are perhaps two or
three mechanisms over the whole frequency range where their
mean relaxation times are quite different. In this case two
or three arcs may be resolved.
3o5 Models for Relaxation in Amorphous Dielectrics.
3.5»1 General Models.
Gevers and Du in an analysis of
dielectric relaxation in materials with wide distributions
of relaxation times assume a similar distribution of
"barrier* heights to Frohlich (see paragraph (3.iw2)). That
is G(ll) is approximately constant over a wide range of U
and tends to zero at Us 0 and at large U . They malce
no assumptions as to the specific shape of the distribution.
In their treatment tot is replaced "by exp (U-Uo^ where Uo
~
kT
is defined as the "barrier height needed for ot to equal
unity. i.e.
of • to "to expU0jkT - \ (3.57)
The general expression for the dielectric constant
.-i
(equation (3.^-i-)) involves the function which
is equal to unity except where cot T \ when it
decreases to zero. Using this the dielectric constant can be
written as
o lie
& (u). au (3.58)
is narrowSimilarly the function tot | CI * coa
compared with GUI) and centred about tot -\ (or Ua C\0^
Then
Us* €, tot . dU (3.59)
1 4 to4
giving
£f" » Us' lOWT H - tan"' (exp - Uo/kT) (3.60)
For UQ kT this simplifies to
er" ~ ]T Us" e0„)&(Uo)kT (3.61)
X
which is similar to equation (3»5U). In hoth equations the
temperature dependence arises from the use of similar
expressions for the relaxation time (equation (3*36)).
Expressions for the variation of dielectric
constant with frequency and temperature can he derived from
equations (3»57)> (3®53) and.(3«6l); they are
1 jb_£r' ~ ~ 2 tan S „ (3.62)
and
i 551 X U( i ) . \ (3 063)
£r' VT *T
or
1 bj£r" ft S - ( \ * 6^ - ") (3 »6ij.)
ef' VT eeo
where d-L is the coefficient of linear thermal expansion.
The quantity ft (_r 2. lr\ J_ } is
Ft o-c0
approximately constant for a wide variety of amorphous
materials at a fixed temperature. At 300K it has a value
,-(2h)
of ahout 0*06 .
Gevers and Du Pr& interpret these equations
((3o58) and (3.61)) to mean that only charged particles with
activation energies less than or equal to Uc contribute
significantly to the dielectric constant. That is, when the
relaxation times are smaller than I / o On the
other hand the major contribution to the dielectric losses
originates in particles v/ith activation energies close to
U0 j and in this case, relaxation times are approximately
I / to . (This is analagous to the pair separation for
hopping conductivity, Oo - see paragraph (3»5«2)).
It should he noted that a wide flat distribution
of activation energies is equivalent to a distribution of
relaxation times
G*(?) <* ! (3»65)
T
(26)
which also gives a frequency independent dielectric loss »
A different approach was used by Garton^*^-who
considered a combination of deep permanent wells and shallow
temporary wells as a model for an amorphous material. He
assumed that the shallow wells, due to thermal fluctuations,-
were distributed in depth as
SU fco-p - _v_ . & v (3*66)
kT lo¬
wlier e y is the depth of a thermal well* This
description implies the existence of two time constants T
and T0 where .
T - ft eocp v (3*67)
wt
T0 -- rl0 eccp jj (3.68)
kT
U is the depth of the large well. Further assumptions are
that X + T0 is much smaller than the time that the
temporary well exists and that T •* X0 « l/o
The resulting dielectric loss is
6f" * (&s " £ ~ ^ « exp(-v0 /kT) (3«69)
flo 2kT
which is completely independent of frequency. The
temperature dependence is different from that of Gevers and
Du Pr£ (equation (3*61)).
Descriptions of dielectric relaxation in terms of
"barrier heights are more "physically obvious" than in terms
of relaxation times. However in spite of the exponential
relaxation "between T and U a very broad range of barrier
heights is needed to explain the independence of dielectric
loss over a wide range of frequency, as is observed in many
amorphous materials; assuming that the loss mechanism is
the same over the whole range.
( 97)
Jonscher has formulated a qualitative theory
for the frequency dependence of the a.c. conductivity
resulting from a stochastic hopping of charge carriers. Each
hop provides a current pulse which contributes to the
conductivity through the Fourier transform of the response
function. The total pulse is the sum of random hops
occuring at random times. The application of a step
function electric field perturbs the random processes "by
superimposing a sequence of ordered events. The amplitudes
of the ordered hops will he in the field direction hut the
times of the events are still random, though they become more
widely spaced as time increases and "difficult" hops are
encountered. Johscher uses the sequence of ordered amplitudes
to derive the dielectric constant and loss. The form of the
a.c. conductivity depends on the particular sequence of events.
If each event occurs at time "t^ then in general for
• arn" I (3o70)
the conductivity has the form
<x {iS) & Co* ^ (3•71)
The value ks 00 also corresponds to the sequence
* a.eocp(bm) . (■ 's j
Jonscher's theory results in a frequency
dependence for the conductivity in agreement with the
experimental results hut leaves the problem of a fundamental
physical treatment no"nearer solution.
3*5»2 Electronic Processes.
So far the description has been in fairly general
terms and no sioecific charged particle was needed to describe
a particular "behaviour. A possible mechanism for the a.c.
conductivity with relevance to non-crystalline semi¬
conductors could involve electrons in the region of
localised states in the mobility gap.
Frohlich, Machlupp and Ivlitra^2^ have shown that
if the mobility of a solid is low the electrons can be
described classically and may be localised. In this case the
(29)
electrons exhibit Debye losses. Sussman has also shown
.that a trapped electron may give rise to an electric dipole
and again Debye losses would result.
A theoretical treatment of thermally activated
hopping motion in solids was provided by Sewell^^. Sewell
considers the motion of a particle confined to a set of
localised states and moving either by tunneling or by
thermally activated hopping. The former process does not
involve phonons and can be described by quantum mechanics
whereas the latter process does. For one mechanism to
predominate the temperature plays an important part. The
probability that a particle known to be on one site at time
t = 0 is at another at time t is
p(^ r 1 (l " exp (-cos Shi) (3«72)
I
)S and SI are constants representing the hopping and
tunneling processes respectively. At low temperatures
V « Sh and the system will absorb energy at
frequency £1 *
Tlie dielectric response function is
KUV* -g'a1 • A (txpfH). cosilt) (3-73)
1(1 A
where a is the hopping or tunneling distance. For
thermally activated hopping and the response
function reduces to ••
K(tV . exp (-Xt") -(3.Ik)
kT
The exponential decay leads to Debye type losses.
In amorphous semiconductors it is possible that
the a.Co conduction occurs either "by electrons in the non-
localised or in the localised states. The d.c. conductivity'
"behaves as that for intrinsic conduction in semiconductors
and involves electrons in the extended states. It is
reasonable to assume that this process may account for at
least part of the measured a.c. conductivity.
Pollak^ has shown that the two conduction
processes can be distinguished by their differing frequency
dependences. For n electrons and field E the
conductivities behave as
o*b » (\ e II < > A fL It * co) . \
E 14 XiX
(3*75)
for the extended states and
ch = ne £ < xL> A£-u (t -- oo). I , (3.76)
¥ ¥ 1 -v to^ta
for hopping in between localised states.
The reason for the difference arises from the "basic
equation regarding the current carried. This is, for all'
states
j -- na L (3o77)1
dt
where is the coordinate of the electron state and
its occupation probability. In the extended states Xq only
will be a function of time, whereas in the localised states
it is ^ that is a function of time. The result of this is
] 1 r\e jL Vj.> ^ (3 = 78)
for bands and
j •- ne I<acL> ifi. (3.79)
<it
for the localised states. ^ and are the
velocity component and coordinate of state i . The
application of an electric field changes the occupation
probability from its equilibrium value by an amount
Af,. ■ ~)D-e*P-t"} (3.80)
The expression for hand conduction is eseentially
the same as the Crude equation:
<y ' . \ (3.81)
m \ + u>xtx
which decreases with frequency." If the main contribution
to the conductivity feemes fgomH^i^pg—where) as 1
then cr^ is index)endent °f frequency and is
proportional to frequency.
All treatments of hopping between pairs of
localised states reduce to a Bebye-type behaviour which needs •
an appropriate distribution function for the relaxation
time (or activation energy) for a complete description of
the dielectric properties. It is necessary that the
averaging used predicts the correct magnitude as.well as the
correct frequency and temperature dependences. Factors
affecting the magnitude (for example densities of pairs of
localised states) need to be determined by indei)endent
measurement rather than be deduced from a dielectric
measurement.
Significant contributions to the theory of,a.c.
(31 ) ( 21 )
conduction in localised states have been made by Pollak.
Pollah begins with the general expression
cr(tS) = to ^ dt J Ct, tj"]). n (t, CjlV (3.82)
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where n(t, C3]) is the density of pairs of localised states,
d, (t, Ccyl) the polarizability and .represents
any other variables (e.g. energy differences "between the
states of a pair (AW) or wave function radii). Equation
(3.82) implies that the major contribution to the
conductivity arises from'values of f between a' aiid
b where T10 ~ i •
Assiiming that C3I - AW only, that is the
localised wave functions have the same.radius, and using
the expressions
oi = \ : (3.83)
3KT L C.05W* AW/2kT
(21)
for the polarizability. derived by Pollak and Geballe and
X 3 X0 eacp xr
a
(3o8h)
for the dependence of the relaxation time on the hopping
distance f , Pollak arrived at two expressions for the
a.c. conductivity. These are
-- cr (co) = 2L1, ad>rw3 (3»85)
1* rs
and
o(to) s 13 [M (EF)jakTe1aoO (3<»86)
%
fw is the distance given by aU ( _L ) and is the most
(01„
38-
probable hopping distan.ce at frequency ^ ; Nc is the
concentration of charge carriers; r5 is the average
- i.
separation of localised states given "by ( 3 for
3
density of localised states Ns; and il(Ep) is the density
of states at the Fermi energy.
The derivation of equations (3o85) and (3«86)
involves consideration of the probabilities of finding pairs
of localised states separated by a distance fM and-with
energy difference AW . To make a hopping event possible
such a pair of states must be singly occupied* This
probability can be written
F (3.87)
where is the probability that state i is occupied
and low is the conditional probability that state j
is occupied if state i is occupied.
There is an additional conditional probability
p (A VJ | that the two states at distance have
energy separation AW . The effect of these conditional
probabilities is to separate two cases: that where S>(AV/|rJ)
and ' are important and that where they ai'e not.
This is a distinction between short and long hops0 The
longer the hopping distance the more likely the charge
carrier is to find an unoccupied state. This can be
expressed using a length given by
f. - (>7t N,.f' (3"88)
3
where N is the concentration of charged states. For
cw equation (3085) should "be used and for
f>o equation (3.86).
For chalcogenide glasses the second condition is
usually satisfied if suitable assumptions are made regarding
the values for a and tQ (= |(i.e. 3A and
O
10~ ^ sec respectively)o In full, equation (3»86) can "be
written • -
<r[p) = U5 kTe*asco[U^ (3,89)
The important features -of this equation are that hopping
close to the Fermi energy is assumed; the conductivity is
proportional to temperature; and the frequency dependence ..
is almost linear. The equation suffers from depending on
the quantities , a and N(Ep) which are not known
particularly accurately. This puts the magnitude of the
predicted conductivity in some doubt.
Equations similar to (3,89) have been derived by
Austin and Mott(-^ and Mott and Davis^'-^.
(33)
In a recent review Pollak^ ' summarises three
possible mechanisms responsible for the a.c. conductivity
in amorphous materials. They are:
(a) A. phonon assisted tunnelling process (hopping)
(t>) Charge transfer over a potential harrier, now
referred to as "leaping".
(c) A combination of (a) and (b).
These processes can be distinguished by the
forms of the relaxation time which are
X ' T0 escp If/a (3.90)




T=T0 escp (lr/a + U/kT) (3.92)
The results depend to a large extent on the distribution of
the random variables r and U but the frequency and
temperature dependences vary slightly. Again correlation
effects change the temperature dependence by a factor T,
as for equations (3»85) and (3.86). An important point
that Pollak makes is .that the conductivity depends 021 a
factor N which is Iic Ns for strong correlation and
N(Ep) k T for weak correlation. Between these extremes
N must vary such that it approaches NQ Ns at high
frequencies where the hopping distance is short and
K(Eji) kT Ns at low frequencies. This implies that N is
an increasing function of frequency in the intermediate
region. Representing the a.c. conductivity as
cr » ft to* (3 °93)
suggests, that s 'is increasing. This effect should
"be coupled to a temperature dependence "between T^ and
1
T for hopping.
The relation "between the index s and the
(3k)
phonon frequency c0o can be stated as
s * \ - b/ In co0
CO
(3.9U)
or o0= o exP[t/(l-s)] (3.95)
12 -1
C0o is expected to be close to 10 sec but if s
is close to unity this will be impossible unless the
frequency o is very low.
(32+)The model used by Pike is a leaping one with
a probability function used to define nearest neighbour
distances. This is expressed as the probability that.a site
has a neighbour at a distance between r and r -vdr or
P(r).dr » ivhirx df (3.96)
where N is the density of sites. This results in a
conductivity as given "by equation (3.93) again with s » •]
hxit the quantity s - 1 is now 6 lcT/Um where Um is
the maximum harrier height. The model predicts values of s
close to unity at low temperatures and a decrease in s as
the temperature increases.
3.6 Inhomogeneous Dielectrics.
The existence of boundaries separating regions
of differing dielectric constants and losses within a. solid .
produces an interfacial polarisation often called the
Maxwell-Wagner effect. The existence of boundaries within
an amorphous solid must be considered as a possible
explanation for the measured dielectric properties. An
(35)extensive review of the subject is given by van Beekx .
The simplest system is a two layer model with
conductivity <rL and dielectric constant e-L for the i th
layer. The resulting equations have the Debye form with
(3.97)
or,dj. + crx d,
e* (d,-*dx^ £1 /(feida 4 G-a.d,) (3.98)
(3.99)
where the thicknesses of the layers are d^ and dg.
There will he an additional conductivity term given "by
3 (di + &%) cr, <ra/(cr, <\x ■* crx d,^ (3«100)
The dielectric parameters are thus functions of
the individual dielectric constants and losses of the
components as well as their thicknesses.
More generally, the components may consist of
spheres or some other geometrical shape embedded in a
different material.
Sillars^^ has shown that for a wide variety of
shapes of material of higher conductivity dispersed in a
low conductivity medium the resulting dielectric loss is
independent of frequency over several decades and then
decreases at high frequencies. This means that the
conductivity saturates at a high frequency and therefore it
may he possible to distinguish the conductivity
mechanism by measurements in this region.
Maxwell-Wagner polarisation essentially provides
a qualitative description as the various parameters can
always be altered to fit the experimental results. To
achieve a plausible outcome the structure of the solid needs
to be studied to determine the proportions of differing
components present (if any), and an estimation of their
relative volumes made.
CHAPTER k
Review of Electrical and Related Properties
of some Chalcogenide Glasses
In the past few years much has been published on
the a.c. and d,c. conductivity of the chalcogenide glasses.
Most of the work has concentrated on low frequencies
Of"(between 10 and 103 Kz) but measurements have also
been made in the microwave ana far infra-red regions.
I).o1 AoC. conductivity and dielectric properties.
The a,Co conductivity of the chalcogenide
glasses is often found to obey the relation
(r = do4 (^-°1)
where s * I . This is a common result of dielectric
(17)
measurements on many materials, Gevers> xn a review
of the frequency dependence of dielectric materials? points
out that the dielectric losses e" ( = 0" / O ) " of many
plastics and other non-crystalline materials are often
constant over a wide range of frequencies. Equation (4o1)
is not, therefore, limited to amorphous materials which
conduct electronically.
An important point to consider is the variation
in the magnitudes of the conductivity in the published
( v)7)
results. Mitchell, Bishop and Taylorw'J summarise the
results of several investigations of Asg Se^ , one of
the most studied amorphous semiconductors. Figure (i+.l).
shows log 0" against log as taken from Mitchell
et al o The a.c. conductivity at 10 Hz varies from
10~9 ohm""^ cm"~^ (Lakatos and Abkowitz^^) to close to
—12 *-1 —i / ("5°)
10 ohm cm (Creveco'eur and de Wit ). Lakatos
and Abkowitz' measurements were made on thin films as
opposed to "bulk material and. this may explain some of the
discrepancy, "but even on "bulk" materials there can he a.
difference of an order of magnitude. Obviously the sample
preparation, purity of the material and electrical contacts
during measurement may all play a part in the results.
Coupled with a high a,.c. conductivity for thin
films a low dielectric constant is often found. Polanco,
Roberts and Myers^0^ find the thin film dielectric
constant for As2 to be 6*3 whereas the bulk value is
closer to 10^^. Street and Yoffe^'"^ show that annealing
thin films changes their dielectric properties to agree more
closely with the bulk material.
Interpretation of the a.c. conductivity where
equation (I4..I) is obeyed, is often made by assuming that a
thermally activated electron hopping mechanism is
(X1)dominant and the analyses of Pollak or Austin and
(32)Mott used to determine the density of states at the
Lei. 1 » | | I 1 1 1—
3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11
log frequency (Hz)
Figure (4.1)
Summary of a.c. conductivity of As Se
(37)
(from Mitchell et al )
Fermi energy (i.e. equation (3•89))• For As2 Se3 and
As2 S3 II(Ep ) is close to 10^ cm""^ eV~^ (^). There are
difficulties in this interpretation: firstly assumptions ■
have to "be ma.de regarding the effective radius of the
localised wave functions and the phonon frequency, and
secondly, the predicted value for s is close to 0°8»
Measured values for s vary from about 1*1 to zero. It has
already been pointed out that large values for s lead to
unphysically large phonon frequencies (see section 3<>5®2 ■
equation (3«95))* Similar doubts are expressed by
Kitao^^ who argues that in As2 863 the conductivity at
low frequencies is a result of Maxwell-Wagner polarisation
caused by regions of differing conductivity in the solid.
(39)
Grevecoeur and de Wit and others find that
the magnitude of the conductivity is affected by the
contacts to the glass which introduce additional losses. In
this case measurements.give a maximum value for the a.c.
hopping conductivity enabling a maximum for the density of
states at the Fermi level to be found.
/ *7 O \
^
Lakatos and Abkowitz^ ' reject Maxwell-Wagner
conduction because their glasses showed no microstructure.
Their results are best described by the electron hopping
model but they mention the possibility of trap controlled
conduction. In this case the form of the frequency
dependence of the conductivity (i.e. the magnitude of s )
would depend on the shape of the distribution of localised
states with energy,
(k3)
Roclcstad has measured the a.c. conductivity
of glass films based on the elements As, Te, Si and C-e.
5 6
At a frequency of 1Cr to 10 Hz he finds that the ratio
of the a.c. component to the a.c. conductivity is
approximately constant; a factor which leads him to propose
that the dominant hopping conduction is at the mobility
edges rather than at the Fermi energy.
The temperature dependence of the a.c.
conductivity is wealc^1^indicating that the form
of Pollalc's result (equation (3• 89)) could be correct. The
range of temperature covered is small and it is not
possible to reach any firm conclusions about the exact
behaviouro Hopping at the mobility edges would result in
an exponential temperature dependence with an activation
energy ( -6a In the temperature range covered
this is not found in As2 Se^, As2 ox1 Se.
Several authors^^* ^5) reported
conductivities where the exponent s approaches two. The
region where this occurs is usually between 10® and 10^ Hz
The existence of this behaviour has been doubted and
explained as resulting from small contact resistances which
dominate the conductivity at high frequencies^®). However
some measurements (e.g. Hayatee^0^) have been performed by
slotted-line techniques which do not require contact, with
the sample. Ivitao^'"^ fits his results at these
frequencies to a Debye type response with a relaxation time
-1 0
of 3 AO seconds where the conduction arises from
hopping "between equivalent pairs of localised states.
Kitao stresses that sample preparation may "be the factor
deciding how the conductivity varies with frequency. The
apparent temperature independence of the conductivity in
this region presents a problem. The relaxation time at
least would be expected to be a function of temperature.
Few measurements have been made at microwave
Q -\-\
frequencieso In the region 1Cr to 10 Hz differing
conductivity mechanisms would be expected to show a variety
of behaviour. As the frequency increases the hopping
(37)
conductivity should saturate and decrease^ , Maxwell-
Wagner conductivity should lose its frequency dependence or
the conductivity may increase owing to some other
mechanism.
Austin and Garbett^^ following Amrhein^"^
suggest the possibility that the phonon absorption tail may
extend well into the microwave region. In this case the
conductivity will increase into the far infra-red region.
The measurements of Lalcatos and Abkowitz^^ at
36 GHz on amorphous As 2 Se^, As 2 and Se show the
conductivity saturating at microwave frequencies. This is
not confirmed Toy Taylor, Bishop and Mitchell ' at
1 to 6 G Hz and Austin and Garbett^^ for As0 Se^.
Taylor et al. find that their results are too low to he a
continuation of the o8 region and that the simplest
explanation is that the conductivity has increased nearly
x i 0
proportionally to frequency from 10-? to 10 Ez* The o8
region is not inconsistent with Austin and Garhett's result.
To a large extent the relation "between the audio
and microwave frequency regions depends on whose low
frequency results are chosen. Lakatos and Abkowitz1^"^ low
•frequency results are higher than average for As2 Se^ and
their microwave conductivity is low, so it might he expected
that together the results show an apparent saturation. The
published a<>c. conductivity data for AS2 Se^ fall into a
broad line which increases approximately as the first power
of frequency and within this line some measurements deviate.
Lilja and Stubb^^ find that the conductivity
of amorphous Se at 21+ G Hz is below 10"^ ohm"'' cm"''
agreeing closely with Lakatos and Abkowitz^-^ results.
There is also good agreement on the microwave dielectric
constant between these two sources and Gebbie and Kiely^"^
and Klinger and Saker^^. The agreement for amorphous Se
may be a reflection of its being a one componant glass and
thus forming a homogeneous system more easily.
The variation in conductivity of other glasses is
50--.
matched by that in the dielectric constant. Low frequency
('16) (i.j.0)
values vary from 9*7 to 6-3 for Aso Sj and
(16) (l|i+) "
13°7 "to 8*87 for AS2 Se^. Unfortunately much
data on the a.c. conductivity is published without
reference to the dielectric constant.
Amorphous semiconductors show resonant
vibrational features in the infra-red region^1"0^' (53) > (37) ^
The absorption can be related to the local structure of the
(3) (5k )
glass and the vibration of the atomic bonds ' ■' ,
h»2 Variations from Stoichiometry.
There have been few investigations of the
electrical conductivity as a function of composition.
Kolomiets^"^ in a study of the d.c. conductivity
of the Asp Se^ - ASp Te^ and Tip Se . Asp (Se,Te)^
systems found an increase in conductivity with the
proportion of heavy components in the glass.
The d.c. conductivity As - S system has been
investigated by Myuller, Baidov and Borisova^-^ and Minami,
Hattori, Nakamachi and Tanalca^^ • The conductivity is a
minimum near stoichiometry and increases as the sulphur
content rises. The variation can be attributed to changing
pre-exponential constants ( &0 ) or activation energies._
Edmond^, Lezal, Srb and Dokoupil^, Arai,
(59)
Kuwahata, Namikawa and. Saito and Minami, Yoshida and
Tanaka^0^ have performed similar measurements on the
As - Se system and find that the conductivity reaches a
maximum at stoichiometry or just on the selenium rich side
(1^7)
(Edmond), Edmond finds that the variation is-not all
explained "by a change in the activation energy and suggests
that the conductivity is affected "by harriers which are more
effective in the non-stoichiometric material.
The optical absorption edge of the range of
(.6-1)
materials As£ S3 to As£ S3 is shown by Kosek and Tauc
to increase in energy with rising sulphur content, whereas
(57)
Edmond finds no change in the corresponding As - Se
system. This may reflect differing effects of the range of
localised states at the band edges or simply a change in
band gap due to structural changes.
Some measurements of the dielectric properties of
the As - S system have been made by Maruno^^). qoss
tangents show a minimum near stoichiometry for the four
compositions studied (57*5? 70*5 and 75*5 atomic '
% S), while the permittivities decreased with increasing
sulphur content. Sutton^-^ quotes results for ionic
conducting glasses which show that the dielectric constant
at low frequencies and the square of the refractive index are
approximately proportional to the density of the material.




Kawamoto for the density of As -.S glasses, the results
of Maruno(^) show a similar relation as does the variation
(3)
of refractive index . To help determine the structural
changes with composition quantities such as the glass
transformation temperature, Tg, hardness and expansion
coefficient can he measured,. In the As - S and As - Se
glass systems Tg reaches a maximum at or near stoichiometry
(2), (3)j(65) -j^t ^vie silapes 0f the maxima are different.
In the As - S system it is sharp and Tg is proportional
up 'tb
to the atomic percentage of sulphur, whereas in the As - Se
system the maximum is rounded ana the behaviour of Tg with
composition, more complex^). At stoichiometry the hardness
has a maximum and the expansion coefficient possibly a
(3)
minimumin the As- - S system though the latter was not
found by Tanaka, Minami and Hattori^0^.
In order to help clarify the situation in the
As - S and As - Se systems, with regard to the various
discrepancies in the magnitude and behaviour of the a.c.
and d.c« conductivities, it was felt necessary to perform
careful measurements on these materials. It seemed that an
examination of the materials in a small range centred on
^s2 X3 ( X = S or Se ) would provide most useful
information.
In order to do this care was taken in the sample
preparation and in the measurement techniques.
CHAPTER 5
Measurement of Dielectric Properties
Various techniques can he used to measure the
dielectric properties of solids, the choice depends mainly
on the frequency range to he covered and, to a lesser
extent, the magnitudes of the dielectric constant and loss
tangent.
The frequency ranges and techniques normally
employed are:
(a) low frequencies ( < 1Hz ) - time domain and
. bridge methods
(h) audio frequencies ( 1Hz to 10^ Hz ) - bridge
methods
(c) radio frequencies (10° to 1cAiz) - resonance
methods
Q Q
(d) high frequencies (i0 to 1CrHz) - waveguide
methods
(e) Microwave frequencies (10^ to iO^Hz) -
waveguide methods.
An essential difference between these methods is
that in the first three the wavelength is long compared with
the sample dimensions and the physical size of the
components used»
In the present experiments measurements were made
in the ranges covered "by sections (b) and (e) and so
tinese will he described in more detail.
5.1 Bridge methods.
The general principle of "bridge methods (and most
other dielectric measurements) is the "balancing of a known
impedance against the unknown impedance of a capacitor
containing the dielectric material. The known impedance is
composed of a combination of resistors and capacitors. A
variation of this is to balance the bridge, remove the
specimen and rebalance; or substitute an impedance of
similar value to that of the sample and rebalance to obtain
the small difference. This method has the advantage that the
specimen impedance is replaced by a known impedance
eliminating the need to alloy/ for stray impedances.
The most common bridge circuits used are the
Schering and transformer ratio bridges.
The Schering bridge is an a.c. variation of the
Wheatstone bridge used for d.c. resistance measurements.
The arms consist of a capacitor holding the dielectric
material and variable and fixed resistors and capacitors for
the other three arms. An a.Co generator and null detector
are needed and the variable components used to balance out
both the in- and out-phase components of the signal.
Similarly the transformer ratio bridge is an a.Co variety of
the Wheatstone "bridge. In this case two of the arms consist
of the two windings of a transformer. In this way any stray
impedances across the winding on the specimen side also
appear on the other side "because the magnetic flux is common
to "both windings. These bridges are accurate for measuring
low dielectric•losses hut care is needed in construction to
keep strays to a minimum.
The bridge used in this work for the audio
/ r7 \
frequency measurements was one designed by Lynch and
shown in figure (5°1). This bridge is similar to the
transformer bridge but it has several advantages over
conventional transformer and Schering bridges. The
transformer is used to give signals 180° out of phase in
the two sections and enables a common earth for the generator
and detector to be used. Stray capacitances appear* mainly
across the source and detector, and thus have little effect
on the measurement. The bridge covers a large frequency
range ( ~ 1.0Hz to 10M Hz mainly depending on the
transformer) and is most useful for small capacitances and
conductances. It is a substitutioii bridge and the change
in and Rv (or G-^) give the capacitance and conductance .
of the sample, i.e.




















Qs -* R, Ra + R, ■+ Ra
ARV
A Rv (or Aci) (5.2)
R, C*
For the materials used and typical sample dimensions
Gs ^ 3pF and Gg 5: 10~'! 1 ohm"*>l »
5.2.1 Microwave methods (conventional)
Dielectric measurements at microwave frequencies
are "basically determinations of the wavelength of an
electromagnetic wave in the dielectric and its attenuation
on passing through the material. Techniques commonly
employed are slotted lines, cavity resonators or cavity
perturbation methods. Transmission and "bridge methods are
also used "but are more difficult to apply with comparable
accuracy and thus not so common^^. The method utilised
has to be chosen with regard to the probable magnitude of
the dielectric constant and loss, the size and shape of the
samples available and the comparative ease of mathematical
analysis.
It will be useful to consider some of the techniques
in more detail.
5*2.1.1 Slotted line methods.
The slotted line is a waveguide with a slot along
one wall through which a pro"be can detect the magnitude
of the electric field along the length of the guide.
Any mismatching of the line impedance will create
a standing wave and the impedance of the mismatch can "be
determined "by the position of the nodes and standing wave
ratio (i.e. the ratio of the magnitudes of the minima and
maxima of the standing wave).
Dielectric measurements involve the use of a.
fixed or variable short circuit to create a standing wave.
The basic apparatus is shown in figure (5.2). The standing
wave ratio s is given by
S = ^ooc/ EmlK
ana the guide wavelength by
X3 s l\N, - Nj (5.U)
for node positions and N2 maximum and minimum
fields Emax and Emin. "p-
The quantity s is a measure of the losses in the
guide. The change in s when the sample is inserted
depends on the additional losses (dielectric loss), and the
change in a node position is caused by the decreased wave¬




Slotted line measurements showing
incident and reflected waves
In general there are three regions to consider:
A, B and G as illustrated in figure (5*2). The
incoming wave will "be reflected at the interfaces AB and
BC as well as at the short circuit. To determine the
dielectric constant and loss of the sample the impedance
at the interface AB, Z^-g and the propagation constant,
(69)
# , must "be found . is found from the standing
wave ratio and a node position N, and X is determined
by the thickness of the sample, I , and A3 °
Ibr a guide of impedance Zq (usually 50 ohms)
(J/s - L tan 1 K f\j) / ( 1 ■ I tan
\3 s ^3
F\
By varying the position of the short circuit
relative to the dielectric the two most useful situations
are:
(i) when the short circuit is in contact with the
samples (or at distance A3/2 from it)
(ii)_ .when the short circuit is at distance Aj /h
from the sample - giving an effective open




If the impedance of the dielectric is Zg (see
equation ( A.16)) then for condition (i)
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ZA0 - 2S ianVi cf I (5°6)
and for condition (ii)
Zfl^Zs coth R (5-7)
Consider only the short circuit case:
- 2s tanh-^L (5®3)
2,0 k) Zo
As Zo ™ Zo/Xo/Vo (equation(A.17)) (5«9)
Z.s - (5.10)
Zo I
giving ZfiS\ «. ^p-tQA\\Xl
Uo l) *
on t-anYv $ L = I (5 o 11)
U ^Zo /a)
Usually the losses in the air-filled section of the guide
can he neglected and in this case
&0 * 1X1 (5o12)
Using equation (5°5)> equation (5• "11) can he
(69)
solved . Although many solutions are possible this
presents little difficulty if approximate values of £r and
«
er are known. The ambiguity can he removed by making
"both open- and short-circuit measurements 011 the same sample
and using the product of equation (5®i*1) end its open circuit
equivalent to eliminate the hyperbolic functions.
This gives
,2
Z.0 (0 Z0 (cQ"
The dielectric parameters can he found from
I a Lto \ja0? - (5 = 1^)
The equations can "be simplified if the dielectric losses are
low (i.e. ef" ef" )
Slotted line techniques suffer from two main
difficulties. Firstly the stability of the signal source
and secondly the preparation of the samples. Frequency
stability is necessary to enable the node positions of the
standing wave and the standing wave ratio to be found
accurately. This is particularly important for dielectrics
with low losses. The fit of the sample on the waveguide
affects the accuracy of the measurements but it is usually
satisfactory to have a slide fit. It is particularly
important that the dielectric occupies that part of the
guide where the electric field is greatest. For the dominant
node in a rectangular guide (TE^q) the electric field
Vanishes at the smaller side walls so a good fit is needed
along the broad side^^. With a coaxial waveguide it is
the fit at the centre conductor which is more critical®
These errors are greatest for materials with medium and
high dielectric constants. The faces of the specimen
should "be as smooth as possible and square. The
calculations are simplified if the sample length is an
(.
integral multiple of quarter wavelengths in the dielectric
The dielectric losses also affect the optimum length since
the sample needs to "be long enough to have a measurable
attenuation but also short enough so that the simplified
equations can be used (i.e. the losses are still low).
As an indication of the sample sizes involved
consider a. coaxial line at a frequency of J, GHz and a
material of dielectric constant 9*
X3 = 30 cm
and thus the wavelength in the dielectric is
Xs = 30/ vfq" = 10 cm
giving = 2*5 cm
—■• This length is a minimum for accurate and fairly
straight forward measurements. To cover a wide range of
frequencies with the same sample may require a sample of
several times this size. The problem of preparing an
accurate sample of this size may be formidable. There are
however methods employing slotted lines and small samples
which may give fairly precise results^^ .
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■ At higher frequencies rectangular waveguides are
often used and thus separate samples would he needed for
each wave-hand covered.
5.2.1o2 Cavity methods.
If a microwrave cavity contains electromagnetic
radiation the solutions to the wave equations will depend
on the physical dimensions of the cavity and the dielectric
medium contained within its walls.. Standing waves will he
set up at particular frequencies (the resonant frequencies).
If the cavity resonates at frequency when
airfilled then
where Atj is the wavelength in the cavity, then, when
filled with dielectric with relative permittivity greater
than one, the new resonant frequency for the same wave¬
length is
(5*15)




If the walls of the cavity are perfect conductors,
the oscillations at the resonant frequencies will "be
maintained indefinitely "but, in practice, energy is lost
"by their finite conductivity. These losses are expressed
"by the "Q" of the cavity, defined as
Q = Ztt energy stored in the cavity . (5.18)
energy lost per cycle
Dielectric losses should "be included if the cavity contains
a lossy material. - o
The usual method of defining the "sharpness" of
the resonance is to take the frequencies at energies equal
to half that stored at the resonant frequency. Let these
"be o, and Oj. > then
Q - Oo/lo.-uJ (5.19)
As the resonant frequency of a particular mode in a cavity
depends on the dimensions of the cavity there are two ways
r
of measuing its Q: keeping the dimensions fixed andA
varying the frequency or keeping the frequency constant and ""
varying the cavity dimensions.
When the cavity is filled with a lossy dielectric
the additional losses can "be expressed "by a dielectric Q
factor, Q-q . The resulting Q, Qp is given "by
6k
i a i + 1 (5.20)
Ql Qo Q0
where Op, is the loaded Q factor and Qq the unloaded
Q .
In the dielectric the rate of energy dissipation
per unit volume is cr B^ for conductivity cr and field
B . The energy loss per unit volume in one cycle is
« crEalT£ ' (5 = 21)
£0
The total energy stored .in unit volume is
SU s ]_ er' e0 * \ /j0V\4
2 2
* ef'e.E* (5.22)
at some instant during a cycle♦ For a volume V
oD = 2--* Iv su.av (5.23)
QLd a o0 ef' e0 = I / tar\ ^ (5»2h)
or
Equations (5.17) ond (5«2h) may "be used when the
dielectric fills the cavity.
In a practical situation it may "be impossible
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however to completely fill the cavity for two reasons.
Firstly, the preparation of a suitable sample is often
difficult and the same conditions about fit and surface
finish as were described for the slotted line also apply.
Secondly, there is a large change in the resonant frequency
when the dielectric is inserted into the cavity. From
equation (5• 17) the new resonant frequency is f = f0/\[e/
so that if ef' £ 2 the new resonant frequency will be
appreciably different from |0 . The limits of equipment
operating at X-band are 8 to 12 *L\. GHz, so the maximum
dielectric constant in this case (i.e. to change from 12*b. GHz
to close to 8 GHz) would be about 2'h* Total filling is
therefox^e impracticable. On the other hand, most gases and
liquids have low dielectric constants and in these cases
this method is often used.
A more practical solution is to use a disc or rod
of dielectric which is positioned in the cavity where the
electric field is greatest. Unfortunately the simple
expressions for £r' and tan S (equations (3• i7) and
(5.2U)) will not be valid and the mathematical analysis
becomes difficult.
As an example, consider a cylindrical cavity
operating in the TEq-^ mode and containing a dielectric
disc. This particular arrangement can be used if the
frequency or the cavity dimensions are variable and is most
practicable at wavelengths of about 1 to 3 cm.
In cylindrical coordinates the components of the
fields for the T-Q-in m0(ie are H2 and . The
derivation of these components of the magnetic and electric
field is given in appendix A1 , equations (A.33) > (A.3k)
and (A.35)* A. full analysis is given by Horner, Taylor,
Dunsmuir, Lamb and Jackson^0
For a dielectric of thickness I , filling one
end of the cavity
£r' *(/?.* + (5.25)
where kc is a wave number, /30 - X Kjy-^c, ( X^o is the
wavelength in the air-filled part of the cavity) and ^, is
found from
tcxn/?, I = - to(\» \_/30 ( L " 0^ (5.26)
__ __
for a cavity of total length L.
The loss tangent is
ta<\ I s f- p (21 - SV l[ L - Q - ql . [ I - i] (5.27)
7x7 v ^Q°'P (2.1 - s)
where p = sin4 [/?„ (L-l)] / sU1 ✓<?, I
q = Sin [2/?0
s = sin 1/3XI
_
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Q0' is the Q derived from the measured value when the
cavity is air-filled.
The measurement procedure is:
(i) Find A^o when the resonator is empty
(ii) Find Qg'
(iii) Find L when the specimen is present
(iv) Find QL '
Cavity measurements, if carefully performed,
provide a very accurate determination of dielectric constants
and losses. Typical errors are 4 and 4 10/o
respectively. Their main disadvantages are: sample
preparation, frequency stability, cavity construction and
fairly complex mathematics. The frequency range of these
techniques is very limited for a particular cavity.
5*2.2 Microstrip transmission lines.
A recent development in microwave technology is
the use of microstrip or stripline transmission lines for
integrated circuits. The transmission lines covering the "-p-
"broadest frequency range are coaxial. This is "because the
dominant propagation mode, transverse electro-magnetic (lEIvl),
has a zero cut-off frequency. Microstrip is a development
of the coaxial line and its evolution is shown in figure (5*3)*
In its most convenient form it consists of two conductors
separated "by a uniform solid dielectric. A conducting
(a)
Figure (5.3)
Evolution of microstrip (c) from coaxial line (a)
conducting strip (thickness t)
Figure (5.4)
Micros trip line
ground plane supports the dielectric and upper conducting
strip (figure (5°^))» The geometrical parameters h ,
w and t (defined in the figure), the permittivity
of the substrate and the conductivities of the dielectric
and metal conductors define the impedance and attenuation
of the line.
Microstrip lines and their possible use for
mailing dielectric measurements are described in detail in
the following chapter.
CHAPTER 6
Microstrip Transmission Lines and. their use for
Dielectric Measurements
6.1 Dielectric parameters and TEM mode transmission.
The propagation of a transverse electromagnetic
(TEM) mode along a coaxial transmission line depends on
the dielectric "between the conductors. The line parameters
for a dielectric with e.f' J I are related to those of free
space so that:
impedance Z * Zc //i? (6.1)
wavelength X 1 X0/ Je/ (6.2)
attenuation <L = cL0 J~e7' (6.3)
the subscript zero refers to transmission in vacuo.
The mode of transmission in a micros.trip line is
close to TEM so "by analogy the transmission parameters
are defined in a similar v/ay:
Z » Zo/fe].' (6.1+)
X a (6.5)
oL a (6.6)
The quantity e'e is the effective relative permittivity.
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The dielectric losses are related to the Q factor
of the dielectric in the line. Similarly to equation (5o2k)
I . (tan S)' - (6»7)8
r.
v/here again the subscript e refers to an effective
quantity, that is the quantities measured by assuming TEM
propagation. The dielectric losses will be additional to
any other losses.
The attenuation is related to the unloaded Q
.factor by
Q0 = zox . _L (6.8)
LlO d0X0
The factor 20 x/in 10 is a conversion from cX0 X©
(decibels) to ol0 X<> (nepers).
The quantities ZQ , <X.0 and e'a are functions
of the geometry of the microstrip, usually expressed in
terms of w/h and t , the ratio strip width to dielectric
thickness..and thickness of the conductor.
Most analyses of microstrip lines are based on
(71)the conformal mapping treatment of Wheeler . Useful
expressions for the impedance, attenuation and effective
(72)dielectric constant have been derived by Schneider .
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6o2 The impedance.
For dielectric measurements the impedance of the
line is not of much importance hut it is used in the
calculation of the attenuation caused "by the conductor
losses,






/To • U[L | JKj J for' w/h 4 1 (6o9)
and
*0 = */.?, b"(?T for w/h > 1 (6.10)
where .a^ and hn are constants. These equations.are
generalisations of
U2K w h
2-k vj e„ vj





Equations (6.9) and (6.10) can he approximated
Si3)to give fairly accurate values ( i 0»25% ) for the
range 0$ w/h ?£=10. For most applications w/h ~ 1.
The resulting eqtiations for the impedance are
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Z0 * I i w \ for w/h ^ 1 (6.11 )




,0/[w •+ 2-^2. ~0-UU\\i fl~h\ for w/h > -1 (6.12)So/ K W vo
6.3 The effective dielectric constant,
6.3*1 Static derivation.
The results of Wheeler(71) can he approximated to
give a relation "between e'e and e'f . This is
~ £'r 4 I + £f - I . F'(e'r,w) (6.13)
2-1 W
(73)A suitable approximate function for F is
"i*




J'e'a " £'r 4 I + g-V - \ . (I * ioj^) * (6.13)
(72)
This expression has an accuracy of about t, 2% .
Equation (6.15) was derived from static conditions
and measurements of the effective dielectric constant over a
range of frequencies show that e'e is an increasing function
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_ ^ (73)> (7^-) >(75),(76) n „ .or j. requency 0 Over the range *1 to
12 GHz: the dispersion increases to ahout 10>o depending on
Zq and h.
6o3®2 Dispersive relations for the effective dielectric
constant.
Various empirical equations have "been derived to
account for the dispersion. For example
■i* (77)Arnold:
1 .± - [>■■*(*)"" U-Pw-10"] (6,16)Ic' Ic* l— ' h '■Je'a JZo L K
is calculated from equation (6.15) and fgnz
the frequency in gigahertz.
/ •y o \
Ghudohiak, Jain and I.iakios:
£e ' 3.10"" (e'„ * 0(£'m (S-17)
wnere 3 w "t jfc (I * u ih)







and e.'m is the measured effective dielectric constant
"below f — -p
GHz- ~ 0 *
and Schneider:.(79)
7k
\ ■ ) .f{\* + I (6°i8)





where f = c = the cut off frequency of
4W s/eT-T
the lowest order Tjs surface wave, and f is the
frequency of the measurement.
(75)
Jain, Makios and Ghudohiakr 'J' have deduced a
dispersion equation "based on coupling "between the micro-
strip TEM mode and the lowest order TM mode. The
lowest order TM mode (TMq) has no lower cut-off frequency
for an infinitely wide substrate1"80^ and coupling is likely
as the field components of the TMq mode coincide'with
those of the quasi TSM mode.
The resulting expression for the effective
dielectric constant is
Le,)X S p^eo 4 jgTij -Jpja . £a.v • (^) + jp^go \ZsVM (6o19)% %
where. is the effective dielectric constant for the
TMq mode, elX = e,,, is the coupling coefficient "between
% %




I, a c ( 2z V * 1 £
2XV\ \ £'r - 1 '
/ t . , IOKn-1
f • ( 4 ( I * W )
D-o-sr-]
fjL is the frequency at v/hich. the phase velocity of the
TEM mode equals that of the TMq mode.
Equation (6.19) predicts two solutions for the
effective dielectric constant, At frequencies less than-
wholly theoretical and comparison with experiment was
needed in order to derive the form of some of the relations..
However, the equation represents a considerable advance over
previous expressions.
In using equation (6o19) to determine the
dielectric constant an approximation has to "be made for the
value of e' which is given by
.— Tfl
P is the v/ave number for the TMq mode and Icq is the free
space wave number ( lief ). p can be calculated as shown
fq/2 e'e% is less than unity and thus at these
frequencies only one solution will be found.
The derivation of the dispersion equation is not
(6.20)
by Gollin^^ . Approximation is needed because the
equations defining p are difficult to solve, "but this lias
little effect on the accuracy as e'7M will not "be greater
than 2 or 3 and the square roots only are involved.
Equation (6.19) is valid over a wide range of
dielectric constants (2 ^ e'r ^101;.), substrate thicknesses
(0»6 to 3 mm) and a not so wide range of w/h ratios
(0»9 to 6 The accuracy is estimated to "be about £ 2fo.
Sok Losses- in microstrip.





These losses can be related to Q factors
(Qg » %> and Qp ) each inversely proportional to the
particular loss. The total loss is the sum of the
components and in terms of Q factors is given by
J_ = _[. +1 t 1 (6.21)
<3 Qc Or Od
To find the dielectric loss the conductor and
radiation losses have to be calculated and subtracted from
the total measured.
Conductor losses.
Losses in the conducting strip and ground plane
depend on the resistivity of the metal /O , the frequency,
f , and the geometry of the microstrip. The current is
concentrated approximately in a thickness £ , the skin
depth, given "by
(,fJ
A related quantity i:s the skin resistance,
(6.23)




been deduced hy Pucel, Hartwi nd Masse , Schneider^' '
and Caulton, Hughes and Sohol
The simplest way of treating the problem is to
assume that the current is uniformly distributed across the
strip width, w , and also concentrated in a width w in
the ground plane. This is known as the "wide strip"
approximation as it can be derived by assuming that w/h» 1.
The resulting conductor attenuation is^^
0LC * RS//z0w (6.2/4)
/0*7\ / y-2 \
Pucel et al and Schneider use a different
method to determine <Xt . If the dimensions of the
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conductors are shrunk "by a small distance Sn and the
corresponding increase in inductance is S L , then the
radio frequency resistance is
R - Rs . %L (6.25)
Mo S A
3?or a TSM mode
L = h0Mo . Z.o (6.26)
and ■ cLc = R ■ ' (6c27)
2Z-o
giving
*c • [5" . Rs . tea (6o28)
Xla
Equations (6.11) and (6.12) for Zq are used in this
equation.
The shrinkage will have contributions from
the ground plane ( SW ) , the bottom of the strip ( Sh ) ,
the edges of the strip ( - ) , and the top and bottom
of the strip ( - St ) , giving
0LC
M-c Ho
bz0 - zbz0 - iyz0 + az_0
bh bvj bt .
(6.29)
To simplify this expression into practical terms
use lias to "be made of
bZo SS - w . iZ0
kh K1 ^/h
i2.o = I . iZ<>
iw "K iw/h
iZo ~ Uo • iw s I , iZo • iw
H iw H K iwlH it
to give
<tt = " £ • RS- Ro • 1 * ^ W ( So30)
iw/h hz0
To include'the effects of the strip thickness, t ,
Wheeler's ^ correction to the actual width is used
i o e«
/^w - t ^ I + in (6.3*1)
it
for w/h ^ _i_
2X
Aw = t (l + u Zh) (6o32)
k t
. for w/h 5: J_
ill
the qualifications for the use of these expressions afe that
t ^ h and t £ w/% ; these are usually satisfied in
practical situations.
The v/idth w in the equations above should be the
effective width, w' , given by
w' » w + Aw (6.33)
thus talcing the thickness of the strip into account.
The final results for the attenuation are
d 2 bO
C /5 • Rjjl (sou)
hz0 ftxp (Zo/bO)
for w/h 6 |
and
dc 3 fe0 . Rs ~L0 k(I ' * H * ' 1 (6 °35)
J0 L w; ^wJ v w'JL h
for w/h ^ 1
The effective width w' has not "been used
except .in the expression W this is because w' is
it
not very different from the true width except for very thin
strips. In all the analyses the strips are assumed to be
several skin depths thick and so the approximation will have
>
little effect.
Pucel et al^w treat the conductor attenuation
so that the resulting equations are valid for three ranges
of the ratio vr/h. The most practical range is the middle
one where J. ^ w/h ^ 2 and the attenuation is
2jr
* Rs I" I - (uA 1 + K ■+ W ■ - t *1 (6o36)
r H2L W W ^ t W
J I ~ ^ I + _K. + K , W - _t
2xh20
The difference between equations (6,3k)t (6.35) and (6.36)
at w/h = 1 is small and can "be neglected as far as
practical measurements are concerned.
6.2+.1 .1 . . Thin conductors.
It may not "be practical to construct microstrip
lines with conductors having sufficient thickness to
satisfy the equations derived for the conductor attenuation.
(i.e. where it was assumed that t was at least a few skin
depths). This may "be particularly true at the lov/er
frequencies (i.e. near 1 G Hz) where the skin depth is
greatest. To compensate for this the skin resistance, Rg ,
(35)
can "be modified. Welch and Pratt " quote the expression .
r; - Rs .a (¥) * Cg)
cosh (f) - cos (2f)
which has"the form shown in figure (6.1). More recently
Morton, Easter and Gopinath^^ found a similar result for
the variation of the attenuation with t/£ . As the
attenuation is proportional to the skin resistance the two
results are equivalent. The effect of this correction is to.
increase the conductor attenuation "by about 20£o above the
conductor thickness/skin depth
. Figure (6.1)
Effective resistance for thin conductors
(85)
(from Welch and Pratt " )
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value for thick strips, when the strip thickness is equal to
one skin depth.
60J-!-.*1.2 Surface roughness.
The surface of the dielectri.c can affect the
apparent resistance of the conductors^' ($7) t jp the ratio
of the root mean square surface roughness.to the skin depth
is greater than 3 or 1+ the increase in skin resistance
(87)
can "be as much as 60?a .
6.l4-»2 Radiation losses.
• . Radiation losses in microstrip are difficult to
estimate with any certainty. Little quantitative work has
been published on radiation from the strip though some details
of radiation from discontinuities have appeared. The most
. («8)
important work was done by Lev/in^ who deduced that the
fractional power radiated from a particular discontinuity has
the form
r E fh\\ F(e',) (6.38)
p0 7L'
where F ( e'£ ) is a function of the effective dielectric
constant depending on the form of the discontinuity.
For an open circuit (possibly applicable to a
resonator)





Denlinger^"^ has shown that equation (6.38) agrees fairly
closely with experiment.
Particular resonators will each emit different
amounts of radiation depending on their geometry and several
are discussed "by Roberts and Easter^0'. In particular they
give details of the radiation from a ring resonator. Their
graph providing the radiation Q is reproduced in figure
(6.2). In general the higher the dielectric constant and
the smaller the dielectric thickness, the lower will the
radiation "be.
6.I1.3 Dielectric losses.
The quantity related to dielectric losses that can
he deduced from measurements is the dielectric Q factor,
Qp. The relation between Qp and the effective dielectric -
constants'was given in equation (6.7) (i.e. 1/Qp
e'.
(91 )Schneider' shows that
(tcxA£\ 85 e'r . _bj=4 . t£XA S (6 .ij-Oj
e't b&'r
and using equation (6.15) for the relation between the true
5 7 9 11 13 15 17
effective dielectric constant
Figure (6.2)
Radiation from ring resonators (a 5 s ^ e \)
(from Roberts and Easter^'^)
f = 10GHz, Z =50 ohm, h = 25 mm
% power radiated = (2tt/Q^_) x 100
Qk-
and effective dielectric constants results in
(toA SY = t . £.'a — 1 . -taA &c (6 J4/I)
£'r -I
which enables tan^ to "be found from measurements of
%) and ea.
The frequency dependent form for the effective
dielectric constant (equation (6.19)) should he used in
equation (6«'4-1) rather than the static solution (equation
about 2 or 3 G Hz.
6.5 Microstrip resonators.
The simplest way of determining dielectric
parameters using a microstrip technique is to measure the
resonant frequency and Q factor of a resonator. Since the
size of a microstrip resonator cannot be altered the
frequency must be varied, to determine these quantities. In
general a resonance will occur when the dimensions of the
resonator-are an integral number of half wavelengths in the
dielectric. Two forms of resonator are shown in figure (6.3).
(6.15)) in order to reduce errors for frequencies above
The conditions for resonance are:







ring resonatorn\ B ■ Kr (60/43)
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n is an integer and 1 and r are defined in the figure.
In the case of the ring the radius used is the arithmetic
mean of the two radii of the annulus.
Although the straight line resonator appears at
first sight to he simpler in so far as construction and
calculation are concerned (e.g. the length 1 can .he
measured exactly, whereas the radius of the ring is not so
well defined), a fringing field at the ends extends the
apparent length, causing an error in the dielectric constant
measurement. The problem can he overcome if measurements are
made On substrates of the same thickness hut with differing
(92)
lengths, 1. This allows the correction to he deducedw .
The ring resonator is free from this effect and,
in addition, a similar sise of substrate has a longer
resonant length.
The effective dielectric const,ant is found from .
equation • (6.1+3) ?
ft » oK0 => TCP
T
»
or> JFe = AC
for resonant frequency fQ>
(60UA)
(6J45)
Over a range of frequencies there will he
several resonances depending on the radius of the ring. The
unknown integer n in equation (60i>3) can "be determined hy a
knowledge of the approximate effective dielectric constant.
Over a series of resonances any errors in the choice of n
are easy to detect as the resulting dielectric constant
should not change much from resonance to resonance.
The dielectric losses are calculated from
measurements of the total Q factor at each resonance.
6o5®1 Ring resonator theory.
The ring resonator can "be considered as an
annular cavity with the fields confined "between the conductors
and the radii of the ring. The general solution of Maxwell's
equations in cylindrical coordinates for the. quasi-TJ3M mode
is
E, = fflJnCkrp BYr, (kri]c°snjS (6,!i6)
Hr - n [A3n CkrpBYn(MU*n(6 (6-it7)
to [cX0C
H„ • P B 3"n O") * Obi cos A ^ <6X8)
lco/J0
Jn and Yn are Bessel functions of the first and second
kinds of order n , k is the wave number and the primes
refer to differentiation with respect to kr. As k = ,
for the microstrip case use of the effective dielectric
constant is needed giving
k * 2.TT£ . J?,, (6o[j-9)
c
The conditions for resonance follow from
application of the "boundary conditions and solution of the
resulting equation. At the radii r-j and r£ of the inner
and outer edges of the ring the magnetic field will have, a
radial component only so equation (60/48) gives (on
eliminating the constants A and B )
frequency and the effective dielectric constant, hut in an
experiment the resonant frequency can he measured accurately
and so the dielectric constant can he determined.
The purpose of performing this calculation is to
determine whether the use of the arithmetic mean radius
(equation. (6.h5)) is sufficiently accurate. Y/olf and
Knoppik^-^ have shown that provided the curvature of .the
ring is not too great and the strip width is small compared
with the wavelength in the dielectric, then use of the mean
radius is correct.
- YUkh ' o (6.50)
J'rtCfcO V'fl (JO
Equation (6.50) still has two unknowns, the
1
A computer programme has been written (appendix A.2)
which solves equation (6 =>50) for the effective dielectric
constant when the size of the resonator, resonant
frequencies and integer n associated with each resonance
are laiown#
606. Limitations of microstrip.
In spite of "being useful over a wide frequency
range where the quasi-TEM mode is dominant the existence
of other modes must Toe considered. Mention has already "been
made of the TMq mode and its result on the effective
dielectric constant (section (5*3))• Other modes impose a
limit on the upper frequency for microstrip propagation:
this limit is the cut-off frequency for the lowest order TE
surface mode and is also the frequency for strong coupling
to the lowest order TM mode^^. The limit is
which is also used in the dispersion equations for the
dielectric constant (e.g. eqn. (6.10)).
For a typical microstrip with h - 1 mm and
e'r = .1.0 , fc is about 25 G Hz.
There is also the possibility that transverse
modes may exist when the strip width is too great
(i.e. co * ^/2- )' "but "these modes occur at high frequencie
Ah v/g.',. — \
c (6.51)
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for narrow microstrips. For dielectric measurements a
width of ahout 1 *5 mm is practical and even if e'a is 9
the frequency limit is ahout 33 G Ha.
CHAPTER 7
Microstrip Measurement Technique
The technique for making microwave measurements
proved simple to operate "but difficult to interpret in
terms of dielectric parameters. There was, therefore, a
need to check the results and it was decided to make some
measurements on an alumina substrate of known dielectric
constant and loss.. Alumina has a dielectric constant close
to the probable value for As2 S3 and As2 Se3 ana a low
dielectric loss. The purpose in these measurements was not
to provide an "absolute" standard but merely to obtain an
indication of the accuracy of the theoretical equations for
dispersion and dielectric loss that are described in Chapter
6. The dielectric properties of alumina depend on the
purity and grain size and therefore the microwave properties
were not known with extreme accuracy. The manufacturers
quoted variations of E- 5% in dielectric constant and a
result within this range could be considered satisfactory.
The low dielectric loss was useful for indicating the
sensitivity of the technique. The alumina resonators
provided "a useful method for comparison with the measurement
on amorphous semiconductors.
7<>1 Experimental equipment and procedure.
A block diagram of the apparatus is shown in
figure (7.1). The microwave signal was provided by an
2:
































H.E.S.L. type M1000 swept oscillator and suitable plug-in
units or an M.E.S.L. type I.IX882 oscillator (for 8 to 12GHz
only) o The whole range from 1'8 to i2-i{. GHz was covered. In
order to dampen the effect of reflections due to the
connectors in the line, two attenuators (OSLi type 20600, 6
and 10 db) were placed on either side of the resonator. The
detected signal was displayed on an M.B.S.L. microwave
display unit type M2100 which was calibrated in decibels
greatly simplifying measurements of resonator Q factors.
The oscillators had the facility for automatic frequency
sweeping over a complete band (e.g. 8 to 12•h GHz) or over a
limited portion of the band at variable rates. Manual
frequency changing was also possible and this was used when
accurate resonant frequency and Q measurements were made.
The frequency was read from an E.I.P. autohet frequency
counter type 351A v/hich was connected to the oscillator via
a 10 db directional coupler. The counter was only used when ■
the frequency was changed manually. The display unit gave a
visual indication of the resonances and allowed a rapid
assessment of the approximate resonant frequencies.
To make the measurements the procedure was:
(a) Use the oscillator on as wide a sweep as possible,
with a fast sweep rate. This allows the resonances to be
found and any spurious respon&es resulting from loose
connectors or the microstrip not being held correctly by the
sample holder and thus making bad contacts with the rest of
the circuit.
("b) Once the resonant frequencies had "been determined
roughly using the frequency markers generated hy the
oscillator and all other responses had been reduced so that
they were small compared with the transmitted power at
resonance then the frequency sweep -was narrowed so that the
manual sweep could he used to determine accurately the
resonant frequency.
(c) At the resonant frequency the signal on the display
was reduced hy 3 db. (i.e. to half power) hy means of the
calibrated y shift of the display unit and one of the three
cursors on the display screen adjusted, to coincide with this
level.
(d) The power was increased to its original level and.
the manual control used to vary the frequency to find the
half power noints. The frequency at these points (i.e. where
the signal coincided with the cursor) was measured on the
counter. The Q factor was calculated from
Q -- -f0
C-f,
for resonant frequency f0 and half power width fg
7*2 Iiicrostrip sample holder.
7.2.1 Design
The microstrip resonators should he held firmly




to do this, as well as he used with resonators of various
thicknesses and widths.
The sample holder is shown in figure (7*2)
Adjustments for differing thicknesses were made at the
connector supports and at the clamps. The clamps were used
to give support to either OSM to type N coaxial adaptors
or to the fixed attenuators in the circuit. The slots in
the support' blocks provided for any changes in resonator area.
For each size of substrate a brass plate was cut to just under
the substrate width and its faces ground flat. This supplied
a good base for the resonator giving adequate contact between
the ground plane and the outer conductor of the coaxial line.
The electrical connection to the microstrip was made by
adjusting the connector supports to give a pressure contact
between the tab of the OSM to microstrip adaptor and the
microstrip. Adequate coupling to the resonator (i.e.
providing a measurable output signal) could often be
achieved with no "physical" contact between the microstrip
and the tab. In this case the gap between the two could be
of the order of 1 mm.
7.2.2 Temperature variation.
Temperature variation of the resonator proved
fairly simple. A Montford Mini A Ivlk.2 temperature control
unit was used, and the resonator and its holder were heated
and cooled together. An asbestos door was made to prevent




chamber and a hole was cut in the door to allow access to
the resonator. Semi-rigid O'iii-1 inch diameter coaxial
cables were used to and from the resonator so that the
attenuators and detector could he positioned outside the
chamber and not he subjected to much temperature variation.
Liquid nitrogen was used, as the coolant and. in
practice the temperature range proved to be 90 to 380 K.
The temperature was measured using a chromel-
alumel thermocouple positioned in the supporting block just
below the substrate. To allow for any temperature lag
between the substrate and the metal support the system was
left for 20 minutes at a particular temperature before a
measurement was made. There was no difference between
measurements taken as the temperature was falling or rising
The resonator did not ice up at low temperatures.
This was discovered by opening the chamber when the whole
system was at about a temperature of 100 K.
7«3 Resonator preparation.
The alumina substrates had one face polished and




For proper microstrip transmission (i.e.
satisfying the theoretical equations) conductors are
required with a thickness greater than two skin depths(®^)#
At two gigahertz the skin depth for gold is about 3*6 /hi
so for1 a thickness of less than 7 /J rn a correction as
described in section .1 ) has to be made to the skin
resistance.
The metal chosen for the conductors was gold as
this has a low resistivity, does not oxidise and is easily
deposited in thick layers. In order to ensure that there
was good adhesion between the gold and the dielectric a very
thin (i.e. Just visible on the glass bell jar of the
evaporator) layer of nichrome was initially deposited on the
surface in an electron beam evaporator. To avoid overheating
the dielectric the gold was deposited in thin layers with a
sufficient time between evaporations for the substrate to
cool (about 20 minutes). This procedure was not necessary
when alumina was used but Asg Sj and AS2 Se^ have low
melting points and can crack easily if subjected to thermal
stress. In the majority of cases the adhesion of the gold
was good.
An important point in the procedure was to ensure
that the substrate was clean and free from dust before
evaporation. The sample was cleaned several times in
trichloroethylene in an ultrasonic cleaner and before it was
mounted above the electron gun it was held face downwards in
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the cleaning fluid and kept this way when removed, dried and
mounted in the evaporator. The substrate was supported, about
6 inches from the electron gun, by an aluminium plate with
a suitable hole cut in it.
7®3o2 The photo-etching process.
To achieve the correct conductor pattern on the
dielectric it was decided that it would be best to use
a. photo-etching process.
Photographic masks were prepared of two ring
resonators of mean radii 9°67 mm and l6*h mm and conductor
widths 1*5 and 2«0 mm respectively. Straight line
resonator masks of lengths 17> 1k and 18 mm and widths
2»0, 1»5 and 2*0 mm respectively were also made. The
coupling gaps were either ' 0*5 or 1®0 mm.
When the gold had been deposited on the polished
surface, the sample was cleaned, dried and then a few c.c.s
of Shipley AZ positive photo-resist were applied to the
surface with a syringe. To provide an even film of resist
the substrate was spun at 3000 r.p.m. for 30 seconds. Drying
was carried out for 15 minutes at room temperature and 30
minutes at 50° G. When dry ,the mask was carefully
positioned on the resist-covered side of the sample and then
exposed to ultra-violet light for 30 seconds. The next stage
was to develop the exposed surface using Shipley AZ
developer and etch the unwanted gold and nichrome. After
the developing, and "between each stage of etching, the sample
was washed thoroughly in distilled water J when etching was
complete the remaining photo-resist was removed with acetone.
At this stage the thickness of the gold film v/as
measured on the "Talysurf".
7»3»3 Final preparation.
The last step in the fabrication of the resonator
was the deposition of the ground plane. The gold was
evaporated in the manner described in section (7*3»"l)» The
upper side of the sample was covered with aluminium foil to
prevent any metallic vapour condensing on the prepared
resonator.
Finally the edges at the resonator input and
output were ground down to eliminate any possible short
circuits between the strip and ground plane caused by gold
deposited on the sides of the substrate during evaporation.
1Alumina measurements.
The alumina used was type Deranox 975 obtained
from Andermann and Ryder. The substrates had one face
polished and were one inch square and one millimetre thick.
The dielectric properties quoted by the manufacturer were:
e'r - 4-
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and tan S = h*3 • 1cH+
"both at 25° G and a frequency of 9*368 GHz. The
possible variation "between samples was quoted as ~ 55S for
the dielectric constant.
The ring resonator was prepared with gold
conductors and its parameters were:
strip width, w' = 1*30 mm
dielectric thickness, h = 1.00 mm
conductor thickness, t = 1*78 micron
mean resonator radius, r = ' 9*67 mm
Results. 4 ' "
The measurements at room temperature, gave six
resonances over the frequency range 1°8 to 12°i|- GHz and
a typical example (the resonance at 3*81. GIIz) is shown in
figure (7*3)• Following the procedure detailed in section
(7*1) each resonance provided a measurement of the effective
dielectric constant and Q factor. The effective dielectric
constant, calculated from
(equatioii (6.h5)) as a function of frequency is plotted in
figure (7®h)• Also included in the figure is the theoretical
Figure (7. 3)







Effective dielectric constant of alumina resonator
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effective dielectric constant obtained from equation (6.19)
for the geometrical parameters of the ring resonator (i.e.
width, w and thickness, h ) and for true dielectric
constants between 9*0 and , The figure shows that
the true dielectric constant for the alumina is close to
9«25 over most of the frequency range.
Measurements of the dielectric loss were
complicated "by the numerous corrections to he made. The
measured Q factor, Qm, is an indication of the total losses
in the system: conductor, radiation, dielectric and losses
caused by the coupling of the resonator to the external
(9k)
circuit. The coupling can be accounted for by the equation
Q a Q, (7.2)
WT
is the unloaded Q factor and T is the ratio of
transmitted to incident power at the resonant frequency. The
unloaded Q factors varied from 172 at 1*91 GHz to
h38 at 10.97 GHz.
There is evidence that the effective resistivity
of the conductors is higher at microwave frequencies then at
d.c/95^' (97) ^ patei(96) SJld Corkhill and O'Donnsll^9^
find that the effective resistivity is about four times the
d.c. value over the whole range from one to twelve gigahertz.
The present measurements, however, do not agree with this
1
as in most cases the correction is too drastic and
negative loss tangents result. The method of deposition
of the gold conductors used "by these authors (screen printing
instead of evaporation) may explain this. It is often found
that the wide strip approximation for the attenuation
(equation (6.2ii-)) gives good results in practice^5)# though
strictly not valid for microstrip transmission lines. The
reason for this is that the errors involved (i.e. neglecting
fringing fields at the edge of the strip and the apparent
increase in conductor resistivity) tend to cancel. The
resulting loss tangents using equations (6,5k-) and (6.35)
from Schneider^^ and the wide strip equation (6.2h) are:
frequency (loss tangent) . 10^
GHz equation: Schneider Wide strip
1 *91 1 *1+3 1 *10
3*81 2*1+0 1 *65
5'65 1 *20 0*81
7*1+7 1 *61 0*82
9*25 1 *27 0*57
10.97 1 *15 0.50
The manufacturers' quoted value is 0• J+3 . 10~--) at
9*368 .GHz.
7.2i.2 Comparison with expected results.
7-U.2.1 Dielectric constant.
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The value of 9*25 for the relative permittivity
(see figure (7*4)) is in good agreement with the
manufacturers' quoted value (9»i-|-9), and it can "be concluded
that the theoretical equations give a sufficiently accurate
description of the dielectric constant. There is a little
deviation from theory at the higher frequencies ( ~ 10 GHz)
H* —/
"but this is within the _ 2% accuracy of the equations used.
7.^.2.2 Dielectric loss
The measured values of the loss tangent are all
higher than the quoted value. Figure (7*5) shows the loss
tangent versus frequency for the two different calculations
(Schneider and wide strip) of section (7*U*1)*
The wide strip approximation shows fairly good
agreement with the manufacturers' value, especially at high
frequencies.
The dielectric Q factor for an alumina resonator
is probably greater than 2000 ( ^ l/tan& ) and so these
losses are dominated by the conductor losses (Qq is about
200 to 800 depending on frequency, for the size of resonator
used) and are even comparable with the theoretical radiation
losses at low frequencies ( % 2 GHz ). Bearing this in
mind it is not surprising that the loss tangent appears too
great by a factor of two or even three. The errors are









regarded as more reliable.
7Jj,„3 Conclusions.
It was considered that these results showed that
the technique was useful for dielectric measurements of
reasonable accuracy over a wide frequency range. The
interpretation of dielectric xxroperties, especially in
amorphous solids, requires results over many decades of
frequency and thus the inaccuracy in determinging the dielectric
losses is not of major importance.
The results for the alumina resonator can "be
considered as a reference. If similar resonators are
constructed (i.e. having similar physical dimensions and
similar dielectric constants) a comparison of the Q values
will show variations in the dielectric losses assuming all
other losses are much the same.
7.5 Calculation and interpretation of the measured
parameters.
The fairly complex and lengthy calculations that
are needed to arrive at the dielectric constant and
conductivity of the substrate material from the measurement of
the physical dimensions of the resonator, its resonant
frequency and Q factor were incorporated in a computer
program. Most of the equations of chapter 6 were included, .
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"but the essential parts were the determination of the
effective dielectric constant and its transformation into the
true dielectric constant (equations (6.1.1.3), (6.15) and (6.19))
and the derivation of the conductivity from the measured Q
factor via equations (6.21), (6.3U)> (6.35) and (6J4O) and
also taking losses due to radiation into account.




The aim of the measurements was to investigate the
"behaviour of the dielectric and electrical conduction
properties of a range of simple glasses as a function of
frequency and temperature• It was decided that the most useful
information would come from microwave measurements and a low
frequency study of materials "based on the As - S and As - Se
systems, as vitreous As2 S- and As2 Se^ are regarded as
"prototype" chalcogenide glasses.
8.1 Audio freouencies.
In order to perform accurate a.c. measurements it
was decided to rebuild the existing Lynch bridge paying
special attention to screening the leads. A new sample holder
was designed and made that was capable of operating over a
wide range of temperatures.
8.1.1 Coaxial sample holder.
A sample holder was needed which enabled measurements
to be made on small discs of amorphous material. Also, as
dielectric measurements involve two measuring operations - with
the sample in the system and with the sample removed - the
sample in the holder had to be switched in and out of the
circuit at all temperatures. To eliminate as much as
possible of the inroedance of the sample holder, the switch
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was positioned close to the sample *
It was decided to make the holder coaxial so that
measurements were possible to high frequencies.
The sample holder is shown in cross-section in
figure (8ol). The method of switching the sample in or out of
the bridge circuit was to use a dry reed switch operated by a
coil between the inner and outer conductors. To withstand
high temperatures the coil was wound of aluminium oxide
coated wire on a P.T.F.E. former. The reed switch could be
operated by applying a few volts to the coil. The sample v/as
held in place by a small spring making the lower end of the
central conductor. This also ensured that the disc of material
made good contact with the br'ass electrodes. To eliminate
air-gaps between the sample and the electrodes, the electrodes
were ground flat and polished. The electrode diameters were
12 mrn.
The whole assembly was encased in a stainless steel
tube for screening and to keep the conduction of heat to a
minimum. ^-To prevent ice forming r'ound the sample at low
temperatures the sample holdex* could be evacuated.
The temperature was measured by a chromel-alumel
thermocouple placed near the sample.




The circuit of the Lynch "bridge has been described
in section (3•d)^ High stability carbon resistors were used
for H-| , R.2 , R-'j and R? > Rv and Ry were non-
inductive resistance boxes and Gv and Cy precision air-
spaced variable capacitors. A Hewlett-Packard type 3300A
function generator was used as the source and the signal to
be detected was amplified by a Brookdeal low noise amplifier
type 450 before being detected by a General Radio type 1232-A
tuned amplifier and null detector.
The bridge could measure conductances down to less
*—i 1 '1than 10 ohm"1 and capacitances as small as one or two
picofarads. The frequency range was restricted to a lower
limit of 200 Hz by mains frequency pickup and an upper limit
of 100 K Hz by the inductive behaviour of the bridge
components. In practice the conductances of the materials
measured were too small to be determined accurately below
700 Hz.
The temperature of the sample was varied by putting
the sample holder to a depth of about 3 inches in the side
opening of a Ivlontford Mini A Mk 2 oven. In this way the
sample temperature could be increased to 370 K. The sample
temperature was measured by the thermocouple and a Computing
Techniques type DM2-1 digital voltmeter. The cold junction
was kept in a mixture of ice and water. As the thermocouple
was not in contact with the sample the apparatus was left for
about 20 minutes after the thermocouple reached the
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required temperature so that the holder could reach ■
equilibrium.
The bridge was checked for errors by removing the
lower electrode and measuring the impedance of the holder
between the reed switch and upper electrode and the outer
conductor. It was found that there was a residual capacitance
of 1*55 pF but the conductance was too small to measure. The
capacitance would appear in parallel with a sample and could
easily be subtracted from the total capacitance measured. The
additional capacitance was independent of frequency. Measure¬
ments on high value resistors were generally a few per cent
higher than their marked values but as the results are usually
plotted on a logarithmic scale this error is not very
significant.
8,1.3 Three terminal measurements.
Accurate dielectric measurements on low loss
materials are often made using a guard ring electrode to
eliminate the fringing of the electric field at the edges of
the electrode and sample. The possibility of using such an
arrangement was investigated with reference to a paper by
Garton^' ^.
Garton considers the various geometrical factors
(radius of the electrodes, width of the guard-ring gap and the
thickness of the sample), the measurement frequency and
surface conductivity of the samples, and concludes that unless
the ring gap is very much less than the thickness of the
sample spurious loss tangents may result. The maximum error
occurs when the surface resistivity is
r . _2_ (8.1)
ocg*
for capacitance per unit area, C, guard-ring gap, 2g and
frequency co , The maximum error in loss tangent is of the
order of, or less than the ratio of guard-ring gap to the
diameter of the ring, The losses originate in the distributed
resistance and capacitance that exists across the gap, These
factors are easily affected by the surface conditions of the
sample and may be reduced by keeping the sample clean and dry
thus raising the surface resistivity,
In the present case the maximum error that could
be tolerated in the loss tangent was 10"^ and the electrode
radius was limited to mm. Applying Gar ton's work to the
required frequency range and probable values for the
dielectric constant and loss tangent of the materials to be
studied, the results indicated that the guard-ring gap needed
to be approximately 50 ju m. To construct a system with a
gap this small would have been difficult, but a design based
on photo-etching techniques was made. The design is shown in
figure (3,2), Each electrode consists of a polished disc of
quartz with a tungsten rod in the centre and a thick layer c£
gold on one surface. The final electrode patterns could be
polished quartz





Design for guard- ring electrode
for small samples
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etched in the gold after using the photographic mask, also
shown in figure (8.2). The connection to the guard-ring was
to "be made "by a small hole near the edge of the quartz disc.
Suitable dimensions for this would "be 2 cm diameter "by 5 mm
thick and 2 mm diameter tungsten rods. Although the mask
was made, the arrangement was not tried through lack of time.
8.1Contact problems.
The type and quality of.the contact to a material
can affect the result of an electrical measurement. The
large variation in the published values of the a.c.
conductivities and dielectric constants of nominally the same
material (e.g. As£ Se^ - see Mitchell, Bishop and Taylor^ f))
may in part be due to the differing quality of the contacts.
Gold is considered to make an ohmic contact with the
chalcogenide glasses, while aluminium makes a blocking contact
with some. For the measurements described here there is
evidence that both these metals make good contacts on As2
^ (100)(38)but aluminium is blocking on As2 Se^
Measurements were made on As£ using both gold
and aluminium as electrodes and varying the thickness of the
sample. Decreasing the sample thickness is equivalent to
increasing the applied electric field. A plot of resistance
versus sample thickness should give a straight line passing
through the origin if the contact is "good". A "good" contact
can be defined as one that introduces no additional impedance
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into the measurement.
Moisture on the contacts caused "by a humid
atmosphere can also affect the measurements, and to avoid this
all measurements were made at temperatures of 315 K and above.
Capacitance measurements can also he affected "by
the contacts and the simplest case is when air gaps exist
between the electrodes and sample. The apparent dielectric
constant can he as little as 85/i of the true value for gaps of
a few percent of the sample thickness?
(101 )
Lynch has devised a technique for measuring
the permittivity without making contact to the specimen. Using
a sample holder with an adjustable separation between the
electrodes, the specimen.is placed in the holder and-the bridge
balanced; then the specimen is removed end the bridge
rebalanced by decreasing the electrode separation. The
dielectric constant of the material is then given by
ef' - l/(l-AC) (8.2)
where 1 is the sample thickness and A' 1 the decrease in
the electrode spacing. In principle the technique has a high
accuracy and the errors arise from measurement of 1 and A 1,
and the faces of the sample not being parallel. Loss
measurements can. also be made by adjusting the resistive
components of the bridge.
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A sample holder "based on Lynch* s description was
constructed but it was found not to be suitable for the small
samp1e s ava i 1ab1 e.
8,2 D. C. Conductivity
Measurements of the d.c. conductivity were made using
a. sample holder with two brass electrodes, the upper one being
attached to a spring to ensure firm contact with the sample.
The.conductivity was deduced from the specimen dimensions and
the conductance measured by an Echo vibrating reed
electrometer type IT6iS B. The sample holder was placed in
a Llontford Mini K Mk 2 oven which enabled the temperature of
the specimen to be easily varied. To avoid pick-up of static
electricity the leads to the sample were screened.
The apparatus was able to measure conductances as
small as 10"^ ohm""' which corresponds to conductivities of
about 10""^ ohm""'' era*"'' for the samples used.
Temperatures were determined in the same way as for
the audio frequency measurements (section 8.1,1). Measurements
were made gwith the sample cooling to avoid the possibility of
moisture on the electrodes. Initially measurements were made
while both heating and cooling but it was found that the
conductivity appeared higher on initial heating (room
temperature to about 320 K ) than on cooling in the same
temperature range. This effect was repeatable on the same
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sample provided there was a time interval "between cycles and
thus it was not due to a chance in the glass (e.g. annealing).
3.3 Preparation of Samples
8o3»1 Bulk glasses
The glasses were prepared "by weighing out tlie
components (for example AS2 S3 and excess As ) and placing
them in clean quartz tubes of" internal diameter about 10mm,
and sealed at one end. Usually 10 to 15gm of material were
prepared at .a time. The tube and its contents were then d_ried
in an oven and a quartz plug placed over a constriction at
the tube's mid-point. The tube was then evacuated using a
"rotary pump and sealed at the plug using an oxy-propane torch.
The sealed tube was placed on a rocking furnace and heated to
1000° 0 where it was left for 2k hours. The tube was then left
to cool in the oven, or in air or quenched in cold water. The
exact method of cooling depended on the glass: e.g. AS2 S3
will form a vitreous material even when cooled very slowly.
8.3*2 Preparation for measurement
The quartz tube was cut open with a diamond saw and
the cylinder, of vitreous material removed. The cylinder was
next cut into thin slices, usually less than 2mm thick. Liquid
paraffin was used as the lubricant.
After the samples had been cut their faces were
1
ground flat on a glass plate with 10jura alumina powder as
9-0 3T*ciS1VQ • j.~xgain liquid paraffin was used as the lubricant
Water is absorbed slightly into the chalcogenide glasses and
so had to be avoided.
The sample was next cleaned in trichloroethylene
using an ultrasonic cleaner to remove any remaining alumina
particles and liquid paraffin. The thickness and diameter of
the specimens were measured with a micrometer when the materi
had dried.
Before electrodes were deposited on the surface the
sample was again cleaned and the circumference covered with
"Sellotape" to prevent any metal adhering'-to the' sides. The
electrode metals were deposited under vacuum using a heated
filament. For all samples the conditions of evaporation were
similar; the distance from the filament and the amount of
metal used was approximately the same. In this way it was
expected that the electrodes on the sampleswould be similar
and any variation from specimen to specimen was likely to hav
resulted from the glass itself. The electrodes were made
fairly thick, approximately ^ fx m.
8»3o3 microwave samples
The microwave measurements required larger samples
than the other frequency ranges. Slices about 3 cm square
and one to two millimetres thick were cut from large blocks
11 i+
with a diamond saw and "both faces were then ground flat on a
glass plate, using 2"( and then lO^um alumina powder as the
abrasive,.
To polish one side the specimen was mounted on a
polishing machine. It was found that the best finish could be
achieved using an adhesive polishing pad and a little lOjum
alumina powder sprayed lightly with liquid paraffin® This
procedure enabled all the polishing to be done in one stage
(i.e. elimination of coarse pits to final polishing). The
total polishing time was usually four to five hours. This
method resulted in a surface which, though not optically
perfect, was sufficiently smooth for microwave measurements.
The surface roughness was measured using a "Talysurf" machine
and was generally less than 0«0Uju m. The finished plate was
checked for uniformity of thickness with a micrometer.
Typical variations were less than $fo9 This was not expected
to affect the measurement accuracy much.
The above technique was used for samples of As2 83
and Asg $(33, Larger microstrip substrates enable more
resonances in a given frequency range to be measured and so
some large resonators of ASg were made. The glass plates
were prepared by melting lumps of material in an Inert
atmosphere (nitrogen) on a horizontal polished pyrex disc three
inches in diameter. To keep the plate between 1 and 2 ram thick
the melting had to be done slowly so that the Asp S3 did not
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"become too fluid. The upper surface of the resulting
specimen was sufficiently smooth not to need polishing (it
was in fact "better than the polished specimens). The only
flaws were occasional "bubbles at the lower surface.
The evaporation of the electrodes ana photo-etching
was done as described for the alumina resonator (section
(7.3)).
8.if Materials studied
The work concentrated on' materials in the As - S
and As - Se systems.
8.i|.1 Stoichiometric glasses
The.major. portion of the 'work was the determination
cf conductivity (a.c. end d.c.) of Asp S3 as a function of
frequency, temperature, electrode material and sample thickness.
In addition, the effect of annealing Asp S3 on the
conductivity was determined.
The work on Asp Se^ was confined to measurement of
the variation of conductivity with frequency and temperature
as part of the study of the As - Se system.
In the microwave region As2 S3 proved the easier
material with which to construct resonators, being less prone to
fracture than As2 Se^ under the conditions of electrode
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evaporation. (These are described in section (?.3°l))»
Several resonators were made on Asp S7 hut only two
partially successful samples of Asp Se3 were prepared.
8.1+.2 As - S and As - Se systems
The d.c. and low frequency a.c. conduction
properties of the As - S and As ~ Se systems were
measured for compositions near stoichiometry. It was attempted
to prepone materials in the range As2 Sp„g (Sep.5) to
As2 S3ol+ (Se3ol,),
3 Analyses and electron microscope studies of the
samples
The electrical measurements were supplemented "by
chemical analyses to determine the As to S (Se) ratios of
the compounds studied and "by a scanning electron microscope
investigation of fracture surfaces of the samples to determine
the extent of any phase separation.
The compositions of the glasses were:
x =
As
(Se) Actual S (Se) Atomic
2 sx (s®x) content S (Se)
2-6 x - 2.A8 55 O
2-7 2.69 57-lj-
2*8 2-73 57»8







3°2 3°18 61 »li
3'k 3*M 63 e0
The analysis errors in x v/ere estimated to he
! 0»03 or ahovit 0°2 atomic fo.
It was found impossible to prepare a sample of
composition Asp S2.6 that was not phase separated.
The electron micrographs (figures (8.3 a,b)) were
igure (8.3a). Scanning electron micrographs of the As-S system
As2Se2 55 (18200X) As2Se2 85 (19600x)
AS2Se2 98 (16800X) As2Se3 18 (18200X)
As„Se (16800X)
2 3.41
gure (8.3b). Scanning electron micrographs of the As-Se system
1-18
made on fractured surfaces covered with a very thin layer of
evaporated gold. Micrographs were made of all samples except
As2 Soa7 and, apart from As2 S2.g show little evidence of
phase separation at the greatest magnifications possible:
about 20,,000 times. Surface features greater than 0*1/i. mi
could be resolved.
Of the As - S system only Aso S2og and
As2 S2„q showed any phase separation and it is likely that
As2 S2.y would also show some as these compositions are close
to the edge of the glass forming region. The features in
figure; (8.3) that appear on all photographs were necessary to
ensure that the microscope was focussed.
The As - Se system appeared to have more surface
irregularity than the As - S system. In some cases these may
be surface dust or small voids but it is evidence that the
material prepared for the As - Se system was not as
homogeneous as the As - S system. This may have a bearing on
the results of electrical measurements.
8.5 D.c., and low frequency experimental results
■ In the following sections reference to a particular
material will be made using its nominal composition:
e.g. Aso S2.g instead of As2 The true compositions
are, of course, used in plotting experimental results.
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8 o5«1 31e c trode/thickness dependence
Measurements of the a«c. resistance and capacitance
were made on the same sample of Aso Sx using evaporated gold
and aluminium electrodes. As new electrodes'were put on the
specimen it was ground down from about 2 mm to mm
thick, The grinding was done carefully to keep the faces as
closely parallel as possible« The electrode metals alternated
so that the resistance and capacitance could be plotted as a
function of sample thickness. Figures (80h) and (8,5) show
the resistance at 1 k Hz and 10 k Hz for gold and aluminium
electrodes. For both types of electrodes an equation of the
form
R 1 1/crR (So3)
is obeyed for resistance E and thickness 1 0 The constant
of proportionality ( a A ) is the product of the
conductivity and cross-sectional area of the sampleo The
results show that the contact resistance (defined by the zero
thickness resistance) is negligible compared with the sample
resistance at these frequencies. Figure (8,6) shows the
conductivity as a function of frequency deduced from the slopes
of figures (3Jj.) and (8.5) and equation (8.3). There is a
difference in the magnitudes of the conductivity with values
for aluminium electrodes being about a factor of 1 »5 smaller

























































































Electrode dependence of conductivity for As^S^
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Another difference occurs in the slopes of the log <r versus
log f plots of figure (8.6). The slopes are 1 *05 and
i"i3 for gold and aluminium contacts respectively,
The sample capacitance as a function of reciprocal
thickness is shown in figure (8,7) for a frequency of 5 k Hz.
There was no measureahle difference "between the gold oz>
aluminium electrodes. The slope of the line gives a dielectric
constant of 8*51 from the relation
C = e0 er'f\ (8.1+)
t
The conversion factor from the arbitrary capacitance units in
the figure is 0*689 to give picofarads.
8 o$. 2 Anneal ing
The a.c. conductivity of a sanrole of Aso Sz was
measured and then its gold electrodes ground off. The sample
was next placed in an oven at 180° 0 for four hours. The
electrodes were removed to prevent any diffusion of the gold
into the surface of the glass. Y/hen the sample was removed
from the oven the surfaces were again ground to remove any
surface oxidation and then the a.c. conductivity was
re-measured after new electrodes had "been deposited. The
results of these measurements are shown in figure (3.8).
The annealing lowered the conductivity particularly
f = 5kHz T = 320K
5 10 15 20
(thickness) ^ (cm)
Figure (8.7)










Annealing of As^S^ at
180 C for 4 hours
-I 2-1
at lower frequencies, increasing the slope of the log or versus
log f graph. The gradients are 0*98 and 1*06. Further heat
treatment (180°G for another U hours) had no measureable
additional effect. The dielectric constant was unaffected "by
the heat treatment. It was noticed, however, that the colour
of the As2 was changed slightly to a brighter, more
transparent red.
8.5.3 The As - S system
In all measurements on this system evaporated gold
electrodes were used.
8.5.3.1 D.C. conductivity
The temperature dependence of the d.c. conductivity
of all the compositions is shown in figure (8.9). In all cases
the conductivity obeys a relation
a = C ex.p(- E/!CT) (8-5)
The temperature range is 80°G to 150°^ > upper limit
being chosen to avoid approaching the glass transition
temperature (about i90°G ) too closely because this may have
resulted in some annealing or partial crystallisation and thus
altered the electrical properties of the glass. The lower
limit was determined by the sensitivity of the electrometer.
4 -]
10 /T (K )
Figure (8.9)
Temperature dependence of d.c. conductivity of As S
Z X
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The activation energies E and pre-exponential
cons tants, G are:
nominal S content E G
as
g Sj£ eV ohm cm
x = 2-7 1 oih v- 135




These data show that the activation energy is
increasing slightly with sulphur content and that there is a
minimum in the value of G at the stoichiometric
composition. The minimum in G is shown in figure (8.10)
where log G is plotted against the atomic of sulphur.
Figure (8.11) shows the conductivity at three different
temperatures and reflects the "behaviour of C.
8.5.3.2 A.G. conductivity
- The a.Co conductivity as a function of frequency is
shown in figure (8,12) for the temperature 350 K. Generally
in tiiis frequency range (i.e. 10^ to 10-^ Hz) the a.c.
conductivity can 'be described "by
CJ" * PI os (8.6)
56 58 60 62 64
atomic % S
Figure (8.10)
Pre-exponential constant (C) of the As-S system
atomic % S
Figure (8.11)









where A is a constant and s « 1 » This is typical of many
amorphous materialc »
The temperature variation of the conductivity is
very small hut there is an indication that the variation is
greater in materials with excess sulphur (figure (8013))•
Figures (801h) and (8.13) show the difference between
As2 &2°7 a-n<2- -^g2 8in^ a^-s0 indicate that the temperature
dependence diminishes as the frequency increases. It is not
possible to distinguish with any reliability whether the
conductivity is directly proportional to temperature or not
for the temperature range used.
t
The dependence of conductivity on composition and
frequency for three different temperatures is shown in
figures (8.16) to (8.18). Important points to note are that
the minima in conductivity do not, in general, coincide with
the stoichiometric composition and the position of the
minimum varies with frequency and temperature. At frequencies
below 3 h Hz. extrapolations from the straight portions of the
logo- versus log f graphs were used as this was considered to
be the correct continuation of the conductivity resulting from
a mechanism described by equation (8.6).
For the different compositions and temperatures
the exponents s (defined in equation (8.6)) are:
f = 5kHz
300 325 350 375 400
temperature (K)
Figure (8.13)
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atomic % S
Figure (8.16)
A.c. conductivity of the As~S system (T=330K)
56 58 60 62 64
atomic % S
Figure (8.17)































56 58 60 62 64
atomic % S
Figure (8.18)
A.c. conducitivity of the As-S system (T=370K)
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ITominal S content Slope s of lop cr - log f plot




1*11 1*11 1*10 1*10
2*8 1 *12 1 *10 1 *05 1 '0k
3*0 1 *09 1 *01 1 *03 0*92
3*2 1 *00 1 *01 0*96 0*82
3 °b 0*97 0*97 0*95 0*81
The errors in these slopes are probably about i 0*05* The
slopes show a tendency to decrease with increasing temperature
and increasing sulphur content.
The dielectric constants have a maximum at
stoichiometry (figure (8.19))® The results of measurements on
the phase separated material Asp So.5 are included in the
figure as they appear consistent with the other results. This
may not he significant "because there is no compatibility
"between the conductivities of the Asp So„g and the other
materials in the As - 8 system. The variation of g'r with
frequency-is shown in figure (8.20). In most cases there was
no measureable change in the dielectric constant when the
temperature was increased, "but there was a slight rise with
As2 33.1^ (6*80 at 315 K to 6-87 at 370 K).
8.5 »k The As - Se system
56 58 60 62 64
atomic % S
Figure (8.19)
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Dielectric constants of As S
2 x
The same series of measurements performed on the
As - S system was repeated on the As - Se system. Again
evaporated gold electrodes were used.
6.5»h*1 D.C. conductivity
The d.c<> conductivity of the As - 3e glasses is
described by equation (o<>5) and the temperature dependence is
shown in figure (8o21). In this case the temperature range
was 50° C J|;0 110° G, As - Se glasses have a lower glass
(65)
transformation temperature than As - S glasses^ 1.
The activation energies and pre-exponential
constants found are:
Nominal Se content E C
~'! —i
AsoSe eV ohm era





The behaviour of the constant G and the conductivity for
two temperatures is shown in figures (8022) and (8.23)• From
these results it is apparent that the behaviour of the As - S
and As - Se systems is quite different. The maximum in G
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Figure (8.21)
D.c. conductivity of As„Se
2 x
J 1 : I I I
56 58 60 62 64
atomic % Se
Figure^ (8.22)

















D.c. conductivity of the As-Se system
C R V")
with the results of Edmondr-tJ .
6.5.^.2 A.G. Conductivity
The frequency dependence for various temperatures
is illustrated in figures (8o2^.) to (8.28).
The conductivity at low frequencies can "be seen to
"be dominated "by the d.Co component so that the measured '
conductivity is
(8.7
OA = o-Qc +
The frequency range covered is not great enough
to allow a temperature variation of the slope s of the
logarithm of the a.c» component to "be determined, hut at
315 K the. slopes are: .
. Nominal Se content slope
As2 Sex s
























A.c. conductivity of As_Se
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A.c. conductivity of As.Se2 3.4
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there was some scatter in the measured points and the a.c,
conductivity was dominated, "by the d.c. component,
nevertheless, as in the As - S system, the slope s appears
to decrease with decreasing As concentration.
Figure (8029) shows the a.c, and d.c.
conductivities as a function of 3e content at 330 K: a
convenient temperature to show the transition from the d.c. to
the aoCe conductivity. Again there is a contrast with the a»c
measurements of the As - S system, a maximum in the
conductivity at stoichiometry is indicated.
The measurements on the As - Se system were in
general more difficult to maJ.ce consistently than those of the
As ~ S system. There was more scatter in the conductivity
points and the values of the dielectric constants varied quite
considerably on repeating a series of measurements, sometimes
on the same sample as well as on the same material. In the
majority of measurements the dielectric constants lay "between
9 and 10°5 but the materials As2 Sep,3 and As2 Se^.o
sometimes gave values between 11'8 and 13"9• The mean values
are given in figure (8.30) and the spread is indicated by the
bars. These two ranges are not outside those reported in the
literature^1 Unless there was an intermittent
fault in the sample holder or measuring bridge, the most
probable reason for these results would, seem to be the
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Figure (8.29)
Conductivity of the As-Se system
_1 I 1 L
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atomic % Se
Figure (8.30)
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Figure (8.31)
Dielectric constant of As^Se
"I 28
The frequency dependence of the dielectric constants
of samples near the average is shown in figure (8.31).
Measurements which give high dielectric constants did not show
any more variation with frequency than the lower results.
8.6 Microwave results
8.6.1 Arsenic sulphide
Measurements were made on several small ring
resonators (mean radius 9*67 mm) and one of mean radius l6»iq mm.
The latter was prepared "by the slow melting technique
described in section (6.3.3)• The results were calculated
using the computer program described in section (7»5) and
appendix (A.2).
8.6.1.1 Dielectric constant
The frequency of each microstrip resonance enabled
the effective dielectric constant to be determined using
equation (6»k5)» To arrive at the true dielectric constant
/ -ir \
the expression of Jain et al (i.e. equation (6.19)) was
used. Figure (8.32) shows the variation of the effective
dielectric constant ( ) with frequency for two of the
smaller resonators. The solid and dashed lines on the graph-
show the theoretical values for e'e. calculated from
equation (6.19) using the dimensions of the two resonators.
These were: strip width, w, 1°5 mm; mean ring radius, r,
9*67 ram; and thicknesses, h, 1 '3U- mm and 1 »30 mm. It cem
frequency (GHz)
Figure (8.32)
Microstrip effective dielectric constant of two As^S^ resonators
"be seen that the difference in substrate thickness has little
effect on the effective dielectric constant. Assuming the
permittivity is constant (or decreasing) over the frequency
range (0 to 12 G Hz) the agreement with theory is not as good
as for the alumina substrate (figure (7®4))« However, the
deviation is small and probably not significant.
Figure (8.33) shows the dielectric constant as a
function of frequency for both the small and large resonators.
The agreement between them is good over the whole range of
frequencies.
8.6<>1 .2 Dielectric loss
The dielectric loss was difficult to determine
accurately for the reasons given in sections (6.4) and
(7*4.1) a^d the same uncertainty about the results exists as
for the alumina resonator. •
For the smaller ring resonators the unloaded Q
factors typically varied from 150 at 2*1 G Hz to 270 at
11"8 G Hz. Figure (8,34) illustrates the resulting loss
tangent for each resonance calculated by the equations of
Schneider (equations (6.34), (6.35) and (6.8)) for the
conductor attenuation and using the correction indicated by
figure (6.2) for radiation losses; also included are






















Loss tangent of As^S^
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a o ' (equation (6.2h))
vJ
which is often found to give good agreement vrith experiment•
A comparison with figure (7*5) shows that the loss tangent
for As2 is probably a. little greater than that for
alumina, noting that the most accurate results will be those
at the higher frequencies (between o and 12 G Hz), The
resonator with the larger radius produced resonances of
higher Q (228 at 3'66 G Hz to 33k at 11»51 G Hz) but
-3 r
the resulting loss tangents were again close to 2• 10 (i.e.
within ±0*5.10 over the whole frequency range) and the
higher Q- factors can be attributed to a decrease in the
radiated power. These values for the loss tangents probably
indicate the maximum losses in the materials because of the
uncertainty of the magnitudes of conductor resistivity,
radiation losses and the effect of conductor thickness, as
discussed in section (6.i+).
Figure (8,35) compares the conductivity measured
by the mierostrip technique with the low frequency conductivity.
Included in the diagram are the results of Hayatee^'^ which
show an apparent loss peak close to 5.10^ Ha. The present
microwave "results are not inconsistent if the difference in
the low frequency results is considered, but it should be
remembered that (as pointed out in chapter h) there are often
large differences in the magnitudes of the a,c. conductivity
measured by different experiments on different samples. The





different samples used for the low and high frequency
measurements in this work make a firm conclusion over the
whole frequency range difficult hut the present results
indicate that the microwave results are an extension of those
at low frequencies. An important point to note is that the
conductivity shows no sign of saturating.
8.6.1»3 Temperature variation
'
The temperature was varied "between 90 K ■ and.
380 K as described in section (7*2.2). Because the frequency
variation involved plug-in units to change from hand to hand
(i.e. 1 *8 to h*2 G Hz ; 3*8 to 8*2 G Hz ; and 8 to
12*h G Hz ) the measurements were made at fixed frequency
and complete runs performed at 2*12 and 9*97 G Hz on a
small resonator and 7*12 G Hz on the large resonator.
The results for the dielectric constant are shown
in figure (8.36). The differences in the values for each
frequency are not significant and probably arise from
measurement errors or the inaccuracy of the theoretical
equations for the dispersion of the effective dielectric
constant.
The variation with temperature is very small (less
than 0*1 over the whole range). The temperature and frequency
variation of the dielectric parameters should hear a












Dielectric constant of As„S„
2 3
In the simple De"bye case with the relaxation time given "by
t - r0 exp
kT
the equivalent frequency rouge (for the 10 G Hz resonance) is
very approximately 5 & Hz (330 K) to 10^ Hz (100 It)
for U — 0°05 e V . The results therefore imply a continuing
decrease in the dielectric constant as the frequency increases
through the microwave region, though without a knowledge of
the distribution function for relaxation times the extent of
the increase cannot "be estimated. The fact that the increase
of e'f with T is very small may mean that the measurement-
frequency is far from a region of dielectric dispersion or
that there is a broad distribution of relaxation times for the
mechanism involved as. at lower frequencies.
The variation of loss tangent with temperature is
complicated by the temperature coefficient of resistance of
the gold conductors. As the temperature drops the resistivity
falls and the conductor losses also fall. This results in a
higher conductor Q factor. At the three frequencies used
the highest Q factors measured were generally at low
temperatures and this may have been caused, at least partly,
by the resistivity change.
Talcing the temperature coefficient of resistivity
—3 (10^)
of gold as 3'k» 10 per degree Celsius the resistivity
changes to a third of its room temperature value at 100 K;
133 ...
this adds 1.8.10 - at 2*12 G Hz, 6.10"^ at 7*12 G Hz and
5.10 at 9*97 G Hz to the loss tangents. The uncorrected
values of 1/Qp are shown in figure (8.37). To provide &
clearer view of the trend of 1/qd with increasing
temperature the points showing large scatter were omitted
and those remaining corrected for the changing resistivity
with the results shown in figure (8.38). The loss tangent is
proportional to 1/Qp by a factor close to 1 *05 for the
three frequencies. There is very little change in tan 8 with
temperature which is consistent with the low frequency results
and the model of Pollafc described in chapter 3.
8.6.2 Arsenic selenide results.
Only two resonators were made using arsenic selenide
as the substrate. Both of these suffered from defects.
The first made was a straight line resonator of
length 1 L|.®0 mm ana conductor width 1*50 mm. This form
suffers from the fringing of the electric field at the ends
of the strip giving rise to a larger effective length, but it
is still possible to calculate the conductivity.
Prom an unloaded Q factor of 221 at 9*1i|- G Hz
-3tae loss tangent is approximately 3.10 giving a
conductivity of 1 >6 . 10"^ ohm"'' cm""-' assuming a dielectric
( P) ^
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Figure (8.38)
Dielectric losses of ^S2^3 resonators corrected
for temperature coefficient of resistance of gold
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Figure (8.39)
A.c. conductivity of As^Se^




A ring resonator of radius 9*6? nun was prepared
out during the evaporation of the ground plane a crack
appeared from excess heating and broke the conducting ring.
Nevertheless five resonances were found over the range 1*8
to i 2®ij- G- lis. The resulting dielectric constants ranged
from 7*0 to 7°8 which is below the square of the
refractive index and therefore unreliable. The
resonator had Q factors of less then 1Q0 indicating high
losses; this was probably the result of the craclc.
Figure (8.39) compares the audio and microwave
frequency results and includes the results of liayatee^0^ and
Taylor, Bishop and Mitchell . As with As£ Sj these results
indicate that the conductivity increases linearly with




In this final chanter the results are discussed in
terms of' the theoretical formulations for the a.c. and d.e.
conductivities of amorphous semiconductors, and, more
qualitatively, with reference to the structure of glasses in
the As - S and As - Se systems.
9.1 Review of conductivity equations.
The relevant equations describing the d,c. and a.c.
conductivities of amorphous semiconductors are (see chapters
2 and 3)'
These expressions describe, at least qualitatively, the
o"oserved,, temperatur e and frequency dependences for a hopping'
mechanism in amorphous semiconductors.
9.2 Hicrovave conductivity.
In view of the several possible explanations for
the low frequency behaviour of the a.c. conductivity in





amorphous serai conductors it was important to obtain results in
the microwave region. At a high enough frequency (i.e. when
the period of oscillation becomes comparable to or shorter
than the relaxation time of the dielectric relaxation
mechanism) it should be possible to distinguish between the
proposed mechanisms. As the frequency is increased a
saturation of the conductivity may indicate hopping conduction
or Maxwell-?/agner polarisation whereas a further increase of
the conductivity, not necessarily proportional to the first
power of frequency, may show that the conductivity is dominated
by a tail from the infra-red vibration band.
A comparison with the low frequency results for
Aso S3 and Asg 603 (figures (8.35) and (8.39) respectively)
s
shows a continuation of the cr ~ aw dependence with
s . However, care should be exercised in this conclusion
k q
because of the gap in the measurements between 10^ and lO-hla
(the region where increased frequency dependences have been
('! 6) (1-2) %
reported ' ) and also because of the differing magnitudes
of the conductivity found by different authors.
The results are more useful for providing an
indication of any possible saturation in the conductivity at
high frequencies. The present results show no sign of this
though this may mean that the measurement frequency was still
too low. It thus appears that the most likely mechanisms at
these frequencies are either a low frequency extension of the
far infra-red absorption as first put forward "by Austin and
(46)
Garbett ' , or a continuation of the low frequency electronic
hopping. The tail of a phonon absorption "band would be
**** *i
expected to have a temperature dependence of T " for an
(46)
n -phonon process ' , whereas phonon assisted hopping has
a dependence between T° and T ^ ^. Unlike some
situations in crystalline materials a single phonon process
(46)
is allowed when the lattice is disordered and this will
give rise to a temperature independent conductivity.
It is not possible to be precise about the
temperature dependence of the microwave conductivity owing to
the numerous corrections needed to be made to the microstrip
results, but there is no indication that it is strong in
arsenic sulphide (figure (8.38)). The evidence for this is
supported by the small variation of the dielectric constant
(31)
with temperature (figure (8.36)). Pollalt's model for the
a.c. hopping conductivity describes the results found with
reasonable accuracy if it is assumed that the mechanism will
still be applicable at high frequencies. The small
temperature dependence can be explained as resulting from an
increasing need for correlation between the hopping events as
the mean hopping distance decreases.-" In this case the
appropriate equation for the conductivity is (equation (3*85))
cr = T? OL to r« e Mc (9.3)
W rs
in which the temperature dependence has disappeared. At a
frequency of 10 GHz the average hopping distance
r0 (* alncOo) has decreased to about 3a and if this
65
represents the average distance between localised states
implies that the density of such states is close to
U
10 " era o This is probably too high and leads to a
carrier concentration, Hc, of approximately 3.10i? cm"^
using equation (9.3) with a ~ 3 A and to0 = 1012 sec"'1.
with the absence of any other explanation for the
a.c. conductivity at microwave frequencies and the decreasing
hopping distance, it seems likely that the loss process in
this region in amorphous As2 is due to the tail of the
phonon absorption region. This view is re-enforced by the
indication of a slight temperature dependence at a frequency
at which the degree of correlation should be high because the
mean hopping distance is small.
A conductivity with an o1 and weak temperature
dependence can be described by the assumption of a wide
(17^
distribution of relaxation times ' for the relevant physical
process. Using the very general formalism of (levers and
/( 9)>)
Du Pre" it is possible to extract a magnitude for the
conductivity. In section (3»5«1) it was shown how the vari¬
ation of the dielectric constant with temperature was related
to the loss tangent and the coefficient of thermal expansion,
dL , starting with the assumption that there existed a wide
distribution of relaxation times. The resulting equation was
- PitaA^ ™ CiL( I + e<M - 2 s) (9^l)
e'r 11 *~QO
where
A = 2 . u »; (9.5)
XT W
For many amorphous dielectrics the value of ahout 0*06K
was found for A - at room temperature.
In some cases the right hand side of equation (9.4)
can "be simplified by neglecting one or other of the two terms
hut for- Asg S3 the expansion coefficient is too high
(2*37o10"5 ir1 for this.
(53)
Taking £ as 6 ®Lj. and the temperature
variation of hr from figure (8.36) "results in
A tan S . 10 "■ K
Figure (8.38) shows that tan £ at 300K is close to 3®i0 ^
and thus
A 0 • o~? 5 K"1
___ This value is probably a minimum because of the
likely errors in the loss tangent but it is close to the
—1
average value of 0»0S IC
Equation (9<A|) shows that the temperature co¬
efficient of the dielectric constant (~ |~r ) could be nega-
tive for low values of the loss tangent, assuming that A does
1
not vary much from the value of 0s06 K~^» The -positive
temperature coefficient found therefore indicates that
A tanf > <( I + ^n~g )
i«e. A tan £ > 1°8o10 ^ K™"' approximately•
Taking a value of 0°-! K~' for A shows that
tan ^ ?> 1*8o10~"^. This corresponds to a minimum
p; ^ A M *1
conductivity of 8o10~-/ ohm .cm J at 10 GHz which is close
to that found for arsenic sulphide (see figure (8.35))®
Equations (S*h) and (S®5) can "be used to form a
general expression for the a.c. conductivity;
0- - j e0To[~U o;l [k'r + e'f aL (I + - Z jl (9.6)
Z L o J Lyr ew J
This equation has a similar explicit temperature dependence
( 3 'l ) f ^ ^
to the equations of Pollak and Austin and
1 •-]
although the frequency dependence is close to to rather
00 8
than cs • These two frequency dependences agree well with
the audio-frequency conductivity data described in section
(8«5»3«2), where it was found that for glasses of the As - S
and As - Se systems the conductivity depended on composition
and temperature such that if it was proportional to o6 ,
then 0»8 < s *£. 1*1.
It should be stated that at microwave frequencies
the relaxation times may not have a uniform distribution for
a particular process as it is likely that the contribution
due to thermally assisted hopping is decreasing and the phonon
tail component increasing. However, the concept of a
distribution of relaxation times is largely a mathematical
device to describe a "broad dielectric loss peak and because
of this may not be affected by a change of conduction process
/( Ql | \
provided it is smooth; thus the work of (levers and Du Prev""
may still be valid.
9o D.c. and low frequency conductivity in the As - S
and As - Se systems.
The d.c. coriductivities of all materials studied
obeyed equation (9.1). However, there are major differences
between the As ■- Se and As - S systems. Firstly, the values
of the pre-exponential constants, 0, varied quite considerably -
in magnitude. For the stoichiometric compounds values of
8ij.O ohm-'' cm-"' for As 2 Se-j and 23*3 ohm"'' cm"' for As2
(13)
were found. Mott and Davis conclude that high values of
C iimply conduction in the extended states whereas low values
originate from conduction in the.localised states. This ^
immediately separates the two glass systems from their position
as very similar "prototype" amorphous semiconductors in which
they are often regarded. The second difference is in the
variation of the constant C (and therefore the conductivity)
as the composition is changed; the As - Se system has a
broad maximum in conductivity at or close to the
1 k2
stoichiometric composition "but the As - S system shows a
sharp minimum at As2 S3. These differences reflect differing
conduction mechanisms.
The activation energies for the two systems (see
sections (8.5.3«"0 and (8.5«U*0) change slowly and uniformly
with composition so that it is likely that the conduction
mechanisms in each system are the same throughout the
composition ranges studied. Writing the activation energy as
E = E„ - Ev * tfT
where X is a temperature coefficient gives
(9.7)
C - cr0 eocp X (9*8)
k
The coefficient, , is expected to he roughly half the
(13)
coefficient of the optical energy gap ^ . For As0 Se* and
~i+ ^(107) "
AsQ S7 this implies values of 3*5°10 eV K and
J~l[ -1^ '2*5oiO r eV K for the two glasses respectively.
Substituting these values in equation (9.8) gives the
—1 —1 ~h—
magnitudes of cr0 as 15 Ohm cm for As2 Se^ and
1*5 ohm""' cm"'' for As2 S3, These values are prohahly rather
low (Asg Se^) and high (As2 S3) for definitely classifying
the conduction as either occuring in the non-localised or
localised states, hut there is no certainty as to what the
correct limits should he and the errors in the calculation of
d could be fairly large. It is possible to calculate the
values for ^ of the compositions in the two systems "by
assuming that the constant <ra is the same over each range
of materials. This gives
.s0 se„ A o CJy O y.
(eV K~1) x V (eV K"1)
J,
2®6 3*1 oiO 2*7 3*9<-10"" *
2*8 3 *3.10°"^ 2*8 3a6o10~Ll"
3*0 3-5.10"^ 3.0 2*5«10"'1"
3°2 3'5»10~^ 3*2 lr 2.10""^
3*-!• " 3*2.10""^ 3^1; h*7,-1 crL;-
where x is the nominal composition.
The value for As2 (i;.*7.10~4 eVK~"') is greater
than that found by Koseck. and Tuuc^*1 for As0 Sc (3*h . 10"^ei ^
eVK 1) so it seems likely that c& changes in the range close
to stoichiometry (at least for the As - S system) provided
nothing unusual happens between As0 S-z.i. and As.-. SkS e.g.J S* tk J
a peak in V at an intermediate composition. The increase
in y away from stoichiometry appears to show the correct
trend indicating that this is en additional factor which need
to be considered as contributing to the magnitude of the
- , • T- J^) ^ ,■ „cono.uctivity. uurst , as a resuit of thermopower measure-
mencs y 11no,3 ona g Gnex'e a minimum j,n ^ ug l»ac ouioij.j.O'~
metric composition in the As ~ Se system and this shows that
the variation of dominates in this case.
For a comparison "between these two glass systems
the do Co conductivities are replotted in figure (9»1). Also
(r 7)
shown are the results of Edmond 0 (As - 3e) and. Llinami et
al^J/ (As - S). The As - Se conductivity is shown in
greater detail in figure (9«2) and again compared with Edmond's
work to emphasise that the maximum does not occur at the
composition As2 Se^ "but slightly on the Se rich (or As
/
depleted) side.
The conduction in the As - Se system, probably being
in the extended states, will be trap limited and the addition
of excess As or Se is likely to increase the density of
localised states by increasing the disorder. The increase .in
the density of' traps will decrease the conductivity. Viewed
in this way the maximum in the conductivity should occur at
the most ordered composition which at first sight would appear
to be As2 Se^, This was found by Eurst *
The structure of As2 S3 and As2 Se^ is similar:
two-dimensional layers of 6 membered rings of As
(2)(3)
units *" (X = S or Se). In the amorphous state
variations in the bond angles and folding of the layers
eliminate the long range order. If the most "ordered" material
is not As2 Se^ but a composition with a slight depletion of -
As then the conductivity will be a maximum at this composition.
This could be achieved if the glass is based on large units
of (As2Se3)n in which the continuity of the layer network
requires the elimination of a small amount of As^'^-^. It
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Myers and Felty that 57 at./i! 3s is the composition with
the most extensive network formation as deduced from a "broad
maximum in the glass transformation temperature at that
composition.
The addition of As to As2 S3 causes units of Asu Sp,_
(2K3)to he formed ' and excess S is incorporated hy the
(3)
forming of S linkages in the layers . The study of the
(2)
glass transformation temperature hy Myers and Felty shows
that the structure of As - S glasses breaks down more rapidly
than that of As - Se glasses. This conclusion is supported
hy the ohservation of Hu.rst^^^ that the hond strengths in
the two systems differ: As - As, Se - Se and As - Se have
similar strengths hut As - S is strong compared with .as - As
or S - S. The more rapid breakdown of "order" will lead to a
sharper increase in the density of localised states and the
d.c. conductivity, which probably occurs by the hopping of
carriers between localised states, will be increased. This
is observed in the present work (figures (8.11) and (9.1)).
In this system the minimum would be expected at the
stoichiometric composition.
The a.c. conductivities (figures (8.16) to (8.18)
and (8.29)) follow the d.c. conductivities in that there is
a maximum in the As - Se system and a minimum in the As - S
system, but again there are further differences. Figure (8.29)
shows that as the relative magnitude of the d.c. component
1 hb
of the conductivity decreases (as the frequency increases)
the conductivity maximum in the As - Se system moves towards
the stoichiometric composition. This would he expected to
occur in a material of large (As2 863) units where the more
resistive linking of the layers would "become less effective
as the frequency was increased. It is worth noting that in
( A \
the a.c. hopping model of Pollak and Austin and hott^2yl
the conductivity is proportional to the square of the density
of states at the Fermi energy, so that, if it is applicable
to As - Se glasses, the increase in disorder must be small
enough for the resulting increase in IT (hp) to be over¬
whelmed by a decrease in some other factor. It is possible
that the density of states at the energy at which the
electrons are contributing to the conductivity is unaffected
by the addition of small amounts of As or Se and the density
of states at the mobility edges only are increased. In this
way the d.c. conductivity is likely to he more affected than
the a.Co conductivity if it depends on a trap limiting process.
This implies that it is not meaningful to use equation (9*2)
to deduce values for IT (3p) from the a.c. conductivity of
different compositions of the As - Se system without
altering the values of the other factors in the equation.
In the As - S system the rapid breakdown of the
/
structure with the addition of excess As or 3 leading to a
rapid increase in the density of localised states leads to
1 k7
ail increase in tlie a.c. conductivity away from stoicliiometry.
Tills is found (figures (8,16) to (8.18)) lout, again in contrast
to the As ~ Se compounds, the conductivity minimum is frequency
and temperature dependent and moves away from the As0 S-<
composition as the frequency increases. This is a reflection
o
of a change• in the index s of the equation cr - Aw" and
indicates the differing frequency'' dependences "between glasses
with excess As and those with excess S . The values of s
are tahulat ed in section (8.5.3«2) <>
The differing frequency dependences may result from
the dependence of the conductivity on a factor N which is
the concentration of singly occupied idairs of localised
( 7'A ) (33)statess - ' » For weak correlation Pollak " lets
N = N(Bp) k T Ng (9.9)
and for strong correlation
N" = Nc Ifs (9,10)
where IT is the density of localised states and Nc is the
carrier concentration. If the electron hopping is occuring
in a region where (9,9) applies and as the frequency increases
(9*10) becomes increasingly important, then IT will he
frequency dependent. This can lead to a higher value for the
index s (of <r = Aws ) than that predicted by equation (9*2).
>
The disorder existing in the different As - S compositions is
likely to cause differing densities of localised states and
thus alter the frequency at which the change from weak to
strong correlation occurs.
If this is the case then materials with excess As in the
As — S system would he closer to the change—over than those
with excess S as the conductivity in the former materials
is increasing more rapidly with frecuency« This is true at
all temperatures used (see section (8.5.3• 2«)) <• The more
rapidly increasing conductivity in the excess As compounds
would then show that these were relatively more disordered
then those with excess S. The apparent change of the
minimum with frequency can he easily described by the
different frequency dependences. Assume that there are three
compounds A, B and G in which the frequency dependences
of the conductivity of A and B are similar but G has a
weaker dependence. If the conductivities are of the form
s
0* - A &> and the magnitudes of the conductivities are
similar then over some frequency the situation will be as
shown in figure (9»3a). Plotting the logarithm of the
conductivity as a function of composition then leads to the
situation illustrated in figure (9.3b). As the frequency has
increased the conductivity minimum has moved to a different
composition: therefore there may be no particular significance
in the apparent move of the minimum of the conductivity with
increasing frequency in the As - S system. The important
factors are the frequency dependencef magnitude and the
temg: eratur e var iat ion,
/
The temperature variation of the conductivity of one
As ~ S compounds illustrated in figure (8.13) shows that only
materials with excess 3 have a measurable temperature








effects were more important in the compositions with excess
As as there is theoretically no temperature dependence in
(3i >this casew'' . This situation is described, by equation (9»3)«
The linear increase (for frequencies, up to 10 k lis) found in
the remaining materials corresponds to equation (9»2).
Trie information that can he inferred from the
measurements of the a.c. and d.c. conductivities is mainly
qualitative. The density of localised states in the mobility
gap seems to increase as the material departs from
stoichioraetry. The increase is such that the effect on the
As - S system is greater than that on the As - Se system and
the result is the contrasting behaviour of the a.c.
conductivities. The d.c. activation energy shows that the
mobility gap is not very dependent on composition in both
systems and the d.c. conductivity /that the density of states at
the band edges is increased. The trap limited conductivity of
the As - Se glasses is thus reduced and the hopping
conductivity of the As - S system increased. Provided the
(*1)
electron hopping model of Follak does describe the
conductivity then equation (9.2) can be used to estimate the
density of states at the Fermi energy N (Ep), At a frequency
of 1 k Hz and. a temperature of 330 K this gives:
IT (Bp) 6.101 1 cm"3 . eV 1 for AsP S-,£• / <—
• o
and IT (Bp) ft- 10 era"3 . eV~' for As0 Se^ -X <— _y
o 12 —1 «
when values of 3 A for a and 10 " sec for toe are
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used. These values are probably maxima considering the
likely errors (particularly the estimation of a ). If
they represent a true value for the density at Ep then, as
(110
Davis and Lott have suggested , there may be a peak in the
density of states at this energy.
9.k Inhomogeneity and contact effects.
It was pointed out in section (3«6>) that a dielectric
loss that is independent of frequency can be explained by the
assumption of the existence of conductive regions dispersed in
a resistive matrix in the material giving rise to interfacial
polarisation. Such a situation is a possibility in an
amorphous material and is more likely when the compound is
non-stoichiometric. The addition of As or Se (or S) to
As2 Se3 (or Asg S3) may well have caused some phase separation
which has produced, or at least affected, the results. The
majority of the scanning electron micrographs (figures (8.3a)
and (8.3b)) show no evidence of this although features as
small as 0*1/Am could be resolved. The materials which did
show some separation of the components were those of the
As — S system with excess As but this was estimated to be less
than 1/t by volume.
If the measurements are a result of the Maxwell-
Wagner effect then no conclusions can be made as to the
physical processes involved because the extent and physical
properties of the components are unknown. Sample preparation and
structural studies then "become of vital importance v/hen used
in conjunction with electrical measurements on amorphous
materials. This is underlined "by the effect on the
conductivity of annealing the samples shown in figure (8.8).
The results of using gold and aluminium contacts on
samples of As„ S3 shown in figures (8..'4) to (8.7) provide
evidence that caution is needed when analysing a.c.
conductivity measurements. The different electrode materials
produced different values of the conductivity (at a given
frequency) and different slopes when the logarithm of the
conductivity was plotted against the logarithm of the
frequency. Figure (8.6) shows that at 5 k Ha the
~11 -1 -1
conductivity is 1°5°10 ohm cm for gold electrodes and
—'i
10 ohm cm for aluminium electrodes. The slopes are
1=06 (gold) and 1*13 (aluminium), Figures (8.I4) and (8.5),
which show the sample resistance as "being proportional to the
sample thickness for "both types of electrode and an apparant
zero resistance for zero thickness, are not consistent with the
different conductivities. If one electrode was "blocking then
the conductivity would "be decreased and this would show as a
resistance at zero sample thickness^. There is obviously
a need for more extensive work to he done in this area to
characterise the effect of different electrodes on a.c,
/
measurements. This can only "be done on samples free from
defects (such as component separation) and impurities.
A R OI JC.
9«5 Concluding remarks.
The a.Co and d.c. conductivities of the glasses
Investigated in the As - 3 and As -3e systems are consistent
with the general ideas of phonon assisted hopping in the
localised states and conduction in the extended states above
(3*1) (13)
the mobility edge proposed by Pollak and Mott and Davis .
The method of preparation of amorphous semiconductors
is? however, an important factor in determining the final
structure of the bulk material (this alone may be the cause of
the widely differing magnitudes found for the a.c. conductivity
on the same material) it is perhaps premature to reach any
definite conclusions as to the precise physical mechanism for
the dielectric properties of the two glass systems. The use
of truly homogeneous glasses with electrodes of known
reliability is necessary•for acceptable results.
It is clear that the a.c. conductivity of amorphous
semiconductors obeys a relation similar to
cr = A ioS
for s «s \ , and importance should be focussed of the
behaviour of the index s for different glasses with a view
to determining the effect of structure on the conduction
process. As the ideal case of a ".ride flat distribution of
relaxation times leads to s » 1 *1 (Gevers and Du Frs^'"^,
and equation (9.6)) this value could be regarded as the ideal
limit and deviations from this value will depend on the
153
material and the mechanism,
The temperature dependence also needs more precise
determination. In the hopping model this is of importance
(31)
"because of the differing dependences predicted ' for
correlated and uncorrelated hopping. The present results for
As2 Sj; are consistent with the predicted temperature
dependences: the conductivity at low frequencies (1 k Ez) is
proportional to temperature and at higher frequencies
( >* 10 k Hz) is temperature independent (figure (8,13)).
At microwave frequencies there appears to he a slight increase
of the conductivity with temperature (figure (8,38)) showing
that the conductivity may "become temperature independent at
intermediate frequencies only.
The microstrip technique for dielectric measurements
has proved to he useful for the general determination of the
permittivity and loss over a wide frequency and temperature
range. The main drawbacks to its use lie in the incomplete
theoretical formulation for the microstrip losses and
dispersion of the dielectric constant. This has meant that the
results have been dependent on some semi-empirical equations
and thus are not as accurate as they might he. Nevertheless
(37)
the results achieved are consistent with those of other work
/
and can he used to provide an indication of the trend of the
conductivity and dielectric constant when the frequency and
temperature were varied.
'! '3i-r-
The argument as to the correct a.c. conduction
mechanism will not "be resolved until the existence of the
6 Q
"omega squared" region "between 10 and 10-' Hz is either
proved or disproved and measurements have been made at even
higher frequencies. The loss peak sometimes found between
8 ° (16)
10 and 10"' Kz may be the result of the dielectric
relaxation of large molecular groups in the solid which can
be eliminated by careful sample preparation. With this .in
view it might be possible to create the loss peak by making
measurements on non-stoichiometric materials at these
frequencies .when, for example in the As - S system, the
existence of S rings or chains (excess S) or units of As^





A1.1 Derivation of cavity modes in cylindrical coordinates.
Maxwell's equations for electromagnetic fields
are:
V x E = - bg (A.1)
Vfc~
V* Q - /> ' (A.2)
VxH • 3> * D (A.3)
V- 8 a 0 (A.iO
where E is the electric field, D is the electric flux
density, /o is the free charge density, H is the magnetic
field, £ is the current density and B is the magnetic
flux density.
For isotropic, linear media the relations
D e' E
B M H
and J = a- E
1
can "be used for permittivity and permeability jut.
The modes of propagation .in a waveguide must
satisfy equations (A.1) to (A.2+) with the appropriate
boundary conditions. Away from any regions of free charge
Maxwell's equations are
Vx E = ju0
"b t
■ V- E = 0 (A.6)
Vx H a crE + s'^E (a.7)
V- H = o (A.8)
for a nonmagnetic medium.
If the electric and magnetic fields are
alternating, the resulting wave equations are
\
V* E = (Icocr- oae')/a0 E = -k^E (A.9)-
Vs" H - (too- -co^e'^/io H a (a.-io)
where . It* s Co* ju0 - locr jjl0
which may also be written
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k1 * O5"^ (_£•'- Icr) (A.11 )
o
and thus the expression in brackets can he called the
complex permittivity £* so that
£* - e' - Le" (A.12)
where ~ £f
to
If waves propagating in the Z direction are
considered then let the solutions he
E = E0 eoc.p (tcot + Xz.) U.13)
H = H
0 exp (uot + Xz^ (AolU)
where X is the propagation constant in the dielectric.
In general
- to (A0I5)
and the intrinsic impedance is
2 » £ s io/_i0 (A. 16)
H )S
For a cylindrical waveguide of radius a a transverse
electric (IE ) mode will he described in detail as this
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configuration is often used in dielectric measurements. The
equation for the Z component of the magnetic field is
V1 = -o* p0e* (A-i7)
Using a cylindrical coordinate system this gives
lb_(rMkV I ^ Hi + = -k*H» , U.18)
r *r Wr ) 7* W*
Let Ht = (r) <£ M Z (z.)
then equation (A.18) reduces to
r2, (R + + <3> + r1- (Z" + s 0 (A.19)
R ~ 4 z
where the dashes refer to differentiation with respect to
the arguments.
If = K, eocp (.Lot + Vz") then (A.19) becomes
rz (R" ^ RiN)-+ 4?" + r1- k1) » 0
R1 r $
As r -and 0 are independent variables let
- (a constant); this has the solution
$ = C cos m + D slrt mcf> (A.20)
Writing kc - r results in
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R" + R' + ~ R s 0 (A.21)
r rx
which is Bessel's equation for the m th order and has the
solution
RW B AT. (ktB (A.22)
where Jm is Bessel's function of the first kind of order
m and Ym is Bessel's function of the second kind of order
m
The general solution for Hz is
Hj. = [jfl (kcrV By^CkcrTj^Ccosm <fi * Dsin ir\ (A.23)
The other field components are Hr , H ^ , Er and E ^ for
a TE mode, and these may Toe derived from Hz "by the relations
Vx E s ~ ico^l0 H
V x H = loe*E
giving
Hr = _Y .
k*c r
H* ■ I . 1 • iSL
^ r





E = loiu, . (A.27)
£ kf >><P
If the waveguide includes the axis r = 0 then as
Yjp (o) is infinite B = 0. By a suitable rotation the
expression for Hz can he simplified to
= f\Tm(kcr)c.osm<£. e.xp(l«t + ^2.) (A.28)
A cylindrical cavity can he considered as a wave¬
guide with short circuiting planes at each end-. A standing
wave is formed from the two travelling waves propagating in
opposite directions, i.e.
Ht - coSm<£>. e.2cp (Lcot + . exp^-ut-Xz) (A.29)
Let \ = cL + i /S where cL is the attenuation constant
and X? is a phase factor. Neglecting conductor attenuation
(i.e.|a.|« \/3\ ) gives
cosm<^> Cf-),e.x.p/3z + eocp-/Qz\tx.p Liot (A»30)
and kc = o4/u© e'-/?1 is real.
The boundary conditions for a cavity of length d
are that at r = a (the cavity radius) the electric field
is tangential to the conductor and also Hz = 0 at z - 0
and z = d. The first condition gives that
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J'mUc aVO (A.31)
(where the prime refers to differentiation with respect to
kcf ) and the second is satisfied Toy taking A2 = - A-}
and /Q= mr / d .
The resulting expression for the axial magnetic field
is
H2. "* fl| COS Ir\(p SiA/Jz eocplcot. (A.32)
This with the relations (A 0 2k) - (A . 27) > defines the
TAmin mode for a cylindrical cavity. The integer 1 refers to
the solution of equation (A.31) and is the number of half-
period variations of with respect to r,
A mode commonly used for dielectric measurements is
the TE0in mode and the non-zero field components are
Ht * A JQ (ktr) 5;a/?Z. (A.33)
Hr ~ -f\/3 . J'o (kcf)cos/6)z (A,3k)
and
E<p = RlOjUo • Jl (ktr^SlA /3z (A,33)





Two computer programs using the Fortran 1V language
were developed, "both concerning the calculations involved in
the microstrip measurements (Chapters 6 and 7)*
The first program is a test of the theoretical model
of the ring resonator and is essentially solving equation (6.50)
hy reading the resonant frequency,' radii of the annulus and an
approximate starting value for the quantity, kr^ ( =
c
The solutions for k (and thus e.'e ) are found "by a method of
successive approximations. The program also generates its own
Bessel functions and their first derivatives.
The second, program was used, to calculate the dielectric
parameters resulting from measurements of the frequencies and
Q factors of the microstrip resonators. In order to achieve the
maximum accuracy the effects of temperature have "been included.
These are contained in the thermal expansion coefficient of
As 2 S3 (2°h . 10~^/°C^ and the temperature coefficient of
^ (102)
resistance-of gold (3*^- • 10 / C ). Also, as an
empirical adjustment to the conductor losses, the resistivity
of gold has "been doubled in accordance with the findings of
(95)(96)(97)
several authors , to arrive at a more realistic
value for the dielectric conductivity. This point is explained
in greater entail in chapter 7*
The main parameters of the programs are defined,
immediately following the programs.
161).




EBAD(5, 20) (X1 (N, 1 ),IT—1,6)
20 FORMAT ( 6F3.1)







s7RITE(6,70)RAD( 1) ,RAD( 2)
70 FORMAT('0' , 'RING RESONATOR Y.TTH RADII1 ,F5.2, 'AND' ,
5 F5.2,'CM.')
Y7RITE (6,69)













X1 (N, R+1 ) =rFN+X1 (N,R)
DIF-ABS(X1 (N.R+1 )-X1 (I'M?) )
IP(DIF-1 .E-5)7,3,8












(a) BESSEL FUNCTION Jn(x)
function bj(n,x)
SUI.I1 =( (x/2. )**N)/GA!uI.IA(N +1 . )
D01 J=1,0000
SULI2=SUM1 +( (-1. )**J)* ( (X/2. )**(N+2»*J) )/(GAMMA( J+1 .)*
8 GAMKA(U+J+1 .))





("b) PIRST DERIVATIVE OP Jn(x)
FUNCTION DBJ(N,X)
M=N+1





















SUI;I2=SUK1 +((-1. ( (X/2. )**(N+2N!K) )* ( 2 NAiOG
5 (X/2c )«P1 —Q1. )/(GAKMA(K+1 . )*GAJIMA(N+K+1 . ) )






SUM3=GAMMA( G)/( (X/2♦ )**If)
CONTINUED
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smhr=smil3 -KJAMMA(H)* ( (x/2. )*■'■■ ( 2 .•••■ j-n) )/gaema(J+1 . )
IF(ABS(SUI.11+-SUM3) .LT. 1 .E-5)GOTO 7
6 SUM3=SUM2+
7 BY=( SUlvi2-SUlvll;. )/3 • 1 ij-159
RETURN
END
(d) FIRST DERIVATIVE OF Yn(x)
FUNCTION DBY(N,X)
MdN+'l




The parameters of interest are:
X1 (IT, 1) = initial estiraated value of Icr^ for the
K th resonance
X2(N,2) = corresponding value of hr2
RiiD(j) = radius of circle
FR(n) = frequency of the N th resonance
EFF = effective dielectric constant
PROGRAM 2.1 Microstrip calculations











-11 PORMAT( ' 0'1 , 'MICROSTRIP DIELECTRIC CONSTANTS AND
9 CONDUCTIVITY', ' OP ARSENIC SULPHIDE (AS233)')
WRITE (6,1.2.)
12 FORMAT(' ','GOLD CONDUCTORS')
C READ RADIUS DIELECTRIC THICKNESS CONDUCTOR
C THICKNESS AND WIDTH AND SAMPLE NUMBER
1 R3AD(5 > 9 8 )RAD,H,\Y,THI, NO
98 FORMAT(FM .3,2X,FLi.3 , 2X,Flj..3, 2X, F3 . 2,2X, 12 )
IF (NtO»EG>Q0GOTO 8
WRITS (6,13 )NO








B---1 . /SQRT ( 1 c +10.* \l/\7 )
WRITS (6,22) HA.
22 FORMAT( f ,6X,'DIELECTRIC THICKNESS(H) = ',Plj..2,'MM' )
r/RIT3(6,33)m
33 FORMAT ( ' ' , SX, ' CONDUCTOR \'/IDTH(V/ ) = 1 ,Fi|.2,' Mil1 )
WRITE ( 6 y Ijlj-)THI
kb FORI,DEL1 ( ' ' , 6X, ' CONDUCTOR THICKNESS (T ) = * ,F3.1,
9 'MICRONS')
WRITS(6,55)
55 FORMAT (' 0'1 ,'N' , LQi,'W/H1,6X,'Z',5X,' QM' , 5X,' QU' , 5X,' QR'
9 6X, ' QC' ,6X, 'QD' , 6X, 'SFF', 1 2X'FR' ,6X, 'SR.' ,5X, 'DLOSS',
8 6X,' TAND' , 6X,' COND' ,3X,'TEMP' )
WRITS(6,77)
77 FORMAT( ' ' , 11X, ' OHMS' ,57XS ' GHZ ' ,31X, '/OHM.CM* ,5X, 'K' )
C READ FREQUENCY MEASURED Q
C INSERTION LOSS AND TEMPERATURE
5 READ (5,99 )FR, QM, DP, TEMP
99 FORMAT (F6. 2*, 2X,F3 2X, F3.1, 2X, 13 )
IF(FR.EQ././)GOTO 1
C CALCULATE RADIUS (INCLUDING THERMAL EXPANSION)








G CALCULATE EFFECTIVE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
C FROM FREQUENCY .AM) RADIUS
C WITHIN REASONABLE LIMITS
IT=0
6 ITdtT+1
3FF=( (N*XLO)/(2.*FL2) )♦* 2
IF(EFF.GT.3.0,OR.EFF.LT .2+.7)GOTO 6
C FIND TRUE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
C USE COUPLED MODS MODEL (JAIN ST AL.)
C FIND EFFECTIVE DIELECTRIC CONSTANT CLOSE
C TO MEASURED DIELECTRIC CONSTANT
D031 J=6500,8500,1
ER=J/1000o
B=(ER+1 .)/2»+(ER-1 .)/(2.*SQRT(l .+1 j2f.*K/j) )
CC=(ER~1 o )* (MOfH)'^12.
PT=(SQRT(ER-*2. Ik.*CC)-ER)/2.
ETM =1 . +(PT/(H*AKO) )** 2.
A=SSRT ( 2. /(ER-1 .))
CX=ATAN(ER':' SQRT ( (1 . +3 )/(1 . -B ) ) )
FL=2.99831 CX/( 2.*PI-SQRT(1 .-B)*H)








0 CALCULATE IMPEDANCE AND ATTENUATION
C (SCHNEIDER)
7 R=SQRT( l{..* (PI**2>*FR*RES)* 1 .E-3
S=(ALOG( (2.*H)/TH) )/PI
IF(BA-1.>2,3,3
2 ZOzr.6tf .*ALOG( 8 .*DA-IBAA* )








FA=R*ZO/( 72/tf.*H* (PI-* 2 ) -ALOG( 10.))
GA=1.. +.W (DA- - 2 ) +6. * (DA** 2>*((1 . -DA) ** 5 )
ATTO =FA*GA* (1 . +BA+S )
h ATT=ATTO* (SQRT (EPF ) )
Z=Z0/SQRT(EFP)
C CALCULATE CONDUCTOR Q AND RADIATION Q
C (SCHNEIDER AND ROBERTS AND EASTER)
0,0-( 20** PI )/(ALOG( 10. )*XLO*ATTO>
TP=1 ./1J0.**(DP/10.)






IF (N.SQ. Lj.)P -6. -3
IF(IT.E^.5)P=1 .5B-3
IF'(i; ,GT .5 )P=1 ij.
(IFF-2)/( ( .25*XLO) ?SZ)
QR -200 , Pl/PN
0 CALCULATE DIELECTRIC '2 DIEIECTRIC LOSS
C LOSS TANGENT AKD CONDUCTIVITY
QD-i ./(1 ./QU-1 ./QO-1 ./CiR)
T\•J-D=( 1 ./SR-1 . )/( QW (1 ./SFF-1 .) )
EER-ER*TA1TD
COED=2.*PI*FR*8.85U*ERR*1.E-5








The parameters of interest are:
RES -- resistivity of gold ( yu ohm,cm.)
CEX = coefficient of expansion of As0 S-z
<~ J
ORES = coefficient of resistance of gold
RAD - meiai radius of the ring
H = dielectric thickness (mm)
W = conductor width (mm)
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Till - conductor thickness ( yu m)
PR = frequency (GHz)
QM = measured Q factor
DP = insertion power loss (db)
TEIiP = temperature (K)
EPP = effective dielectric constant
ER = true dielectric constant
Z = microstrip impedance
QO =■ QG = conductor Q factor
QU = unloaded Q factor
P = percentage power radiated (Roberts and Saster(90))
QR = radiation Q factor
QD = dielectric Q factor
TiiM) = dielectric loss tangent





In-these results the following symbols are used:
1 = sample thickness
A = sample area (of faces)
f - frequency
cr = conductivity
e'f = dielectric constant
T =■ temperature (degrees Kelvin)
h = dielectric thickness
y/ = conductor width
t = conductor thickness
r = resonator radius
R r- resistance
G = capacitance
Qp - loaded Q factor
a. = insertion loss
A3.1 Llicrostrip measurements - Alumina Substrates
(section
Alumina type Deranox 975 obtained from Messrs.
Andermann and Ryder.
Manufacturers emoted values: e'r ? tan? - i|.»3 10*"^"
at 25°G and 9*368 GKz.
ring resonator parameters:
dielectric thickness, h - 1°00 mm
conductor width, w = 1»50 mm
conductor thickness, t = 1"78 microns
mean resonator radius, r - 9*67 mm
resonant frequency (GHz) 1 *31 30 81 3 • 65 7*1+7 q a 0 tJ <— O 10*97
loaded Q factor, Qp 172 202 292 332 398 1+38
transmi 11ed power 13 10 10 12 17 12
loss (db), ol
conductor Q factor 250 1+28 581 706 781+ 851
( equations (6.31-!-) and
-
(6.35) and figure (6.1)) -
conductor Q factor 232 328 1+00 1+61 512 555
(equation (6.21+))
effective dielectric 6'63 6-77 6* 87 6 *98 7*12 7*28
constant
loss tangent (x10^) 1 'k-3 2*1+0 1 *20 1 *61 1 '27 1 *15
(equations (6.31+) and
(6.35) used)
loss tangent (x10^) 1 '10 1 '63 0*81 0 '82 0-57 0'50
(equation (6.21+) used)
A3.2 Electrode/thickness deT>endence of ASg at audio
frequencies.
(a) Gold electrodes
A = 0°71 cm^ (all samples), T = 315K






no.S 1 = 1-30 mm
f R
1 I4. • 8.1 o"10
.5 9*7*109
10 3 *3 *109


































5 6 * 5 * 109 11 * 85
10 L>*0.109 11*85
no. 16 1 - 0*501]- mm
f R 0
1 2*9*1010 15*35
5 5 'li.-lO9 15*35
10 2*1 o109 15*35
note: for 1 ~ 2*30 mm G = 3*10 (f = 5 kHz)
and 1 = 2*17 mm C =3*35 (f = 5 kHz)
Tiie conductivity v/as too small to measure accurately.
00 Aluminium electrodes.
A = 0*71 (all samples), T = 315 K
no,7 1 = 1*50 mm
f R 0
1 1*0.1011 4*90
-"5 2*0.101° If 90
10 8*5do9' Ipso
iio»9 1 - 1 *10 mm
f R G
1 7-7-1010 6*80
5 1 *8-5.1010 6»80
10 6-25°10^ 6 *80
no. 11 1 = 0»90 nun
f R G
10
1 6*37-10 8• 10
5 1.11.1010 8* 10
10 I.1.5R.IO" " 8*10




















-1 Q 2.65 .10- 17.20
.ote: for 1 - 2'Oij. mm , 0 - 3-65 (5kHz)
and 1 = 2*86 mm , G - 2 '1-1-5 (5kHz)
The conductivity was too low to measure accurately
-3.3 Annenling of As o
before annealing: 1 = 1 -37 mm, A = 0'786
0
cm4-











to3 3' 3»1 o"1, 2 8« 20 ~-1 °2• 00.10 !i" 8 • 26
2.1 03 5'5.10~12 8» 20 -1 23*9.10 8 • 26
3.1Q3 7-5.10""12 8 * 20 5-7.10 ' ^ 8-26
5.103 1-20.10~1i 8»20 9*2.10 "* 8 • 26
7.103 1•63.10~11 8-20 -111 -36.10 8-26
10^ -— 2'23.10~1i 8 '13 2'0i|.10~11 8-20
Lj.'30,10~"i1 8-13 3-91 .10""1'! 8-26
5.10^ 1-0.2.10"10 8*13 -1 01-12.10 lu 8-26
—i. e —s. O Vji 2'ii1,10~10 8-13 2-21 .10~10 8-26
error in dielectric constant:
+
0-07




A3 •A D.c. conductivity of As - S system.
(a) Aso So.7 1 = 0-773 mm A = 1 ' 2U
o
era1"
("b) As p COoCJCO 1 - 0*53A mm A = 1 -27
o
cm^
(c) As 2 S3'0 1 - 1 • Jj-9 mm . A = 0-50
r\
cmc
(d) As2 S3*2 1 = 1 -65 mm ■\ = 1-29
o
cm*-
(e) As oA. S5cK 1 = -I -26 mm A roCJ•II
O
cm**
mperature c ohm""' . cm"
°G (a) (13) (c) (a.) (e)
130 295 233 53..-0 133 180
1U0 13-2 112 26 -A 57*5 81.-0
130" 62-7 2.9-3 1 -20 27*5 38 • 8
120 27 *0 22-6 5-22 10-2+ 15-0
110 12-9 8-65 2-10 k'2k 5,90
100 5-65 3 • 66 0-835 1 - 6l\. 2-32
90 2-38 1 -36 0-290 0-576 0-836
80 — o-Li-75 — 0-199 0-290
electrodes: evaporated gold.
A3.5 A.c. conductivity of the As - S system,
electrodes: evaporated gold.
(a) As2 Sooy 1 = 0*773 mm A - 1 • 2k cm'~




700 3*8.10""1 2 7*85
103 ii.7.10~12 7*85
2.103 6 *6.10"''2 7*88
3.103 1*00.1o"11 7° 85
5.1 o3 1 .91 .IO"11 7*85
7.103 2-76.10"11 7*85
1 obr 3*95.10"i1 7*85
2.10^ 8*95*10~11 7*85
5.10^ 2*26.10"i0 7*85
103 5*58o10~i0 7 »80
(ii) T = •350 K
f cr e'r
Hz u -1 -1ohm. cm
700 « I4.5.10~i2 7°88
103 3*80.10"12 7'85
2.1 O3 7*80.10~12 7*85
3.103 1 -1S.10"11 7*88



































































8 • 1 .10"12
1 *19.10


















(0) Asg So.g 1 = 0*537 iiira A = 1*27 cm^






2.103 5' 9.10"*12 8* 25
3.103 8*8.10~12 8*25
5.103 1'52.10~i1 8 • 25
7° 103 2*15.10"11 8*28
10^ - 3*60.10"1ii 8-28
2.1:01+ 6-53.10™11 8-25
5=10^ W0.10"10 8 *25
103 l!.*38.10~i0 8 • 21







5 8 *'! 8
0 c A —1 95*9.10 2
5 8 *25
D o 1 0 Q.J j —1 99*1 .10 2 Q
2 8*25
5.103 „ -1-1 D
3 1-5.10 11
7'10 1-86.10-^
icA -11 8'252*90.10 1 o _
2 1fA 21
u 6*°7.10"11 ,u
^ -1 n4 0*18



















































2 °5 * 0 .1 = *j •33 rain
T - 370 K
f







(ii) T - 330 K
5.10^ JnQ »-1 ,Q ^ a"" ' 2
7.103 , a ~Z (L Jt I
1 0 0-^1. , „-11
9 -i












S.-IO-5 1'33.10~11 8 >21


































































































































































































































(e) As„ S- , 1-1.26 ram A = 1 °23 cm*"> ' O ■*•, * 11








3.103 8°6.10~12 6« 87
5.103 1-31.10"11 6'87
7.103 1'82o10™'11 6*87
10^ 2«22o10~11 ' 6°83
2.10^ 3-74.'10~11 ' - 6-87
5.10^ 9'09.10~11 6-87
105 1*62.10"""^ 6*87




1 o3 3 • 1 . "10"1 2 6 • 83
2.103 5»1o10~12 6*87

































105 8'I;Sv1o-11 6-81).1°68,I0 0
(iy) y 6-8//.= 315 ic
f
h2 ^
103 ohm"1 Cm-1 e'r
2.103 3*U10~12
3.103 k'U10~l2 S'Qi,
5.103 5 *6 o 1Q~12 6°8i>
7.1o3 8°7.10~12 6'QQ
10^ — 1'33,1a"11 6"'So
•10^ 1'6L;.o10-1i 6'8h
>lOLlr 3-06.1Q-11 6'3O
105 7'dl,,10-11 6-81).1 ^-9o1o"10 *348*So
i\3 ° 6 As a 8 _
2 2*6
pn o o o c*CTs O Oseparated sanrnle,
electrodes: evaporated gold.
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3.103 8*95*1 o"1' ^ 7*28
5.103 1*03.10~10 7*21
7.103 1.09.10~10 7*21
10^ 1 .31 .10~10 7*21
2.10^ -1 • 05 0 1 0 ' ^ 7*21
!>











500 2*28.10~11 70 28
700 2 *36.10"11 7*25
103 2»52.10~1i 7*18
2.103 3*17.10""1 ^ 7*18
3.-103 3»7ii-.10~'H 7*25
5.103 ii'SbolO"11 7*21
7 • 1 o3 5°33.10~i1 7*21































































































2a 6 1 = 1 *63 mm A — 0 * 909
(1^) As o Se2"3 1 = 1 * 8.1 mm A = 0 • 710
(c) Ai-t-So Se3.0 1 = 3"25 mm A = 0930
(d) ASoc. Se38 2 1 ~ 1*28 mm A 0*801
(e) 2 ® e3 ® tj. 1 = 1 e 73 mm A = 0 • 72-1-0
temperature or
, -1ohm 1.cm 1 .10i1
°G (a) M (c) (d) (e)
110 - -153 201 2A2 23k
100 650 6 73 *6 102 117 119
90 32-9 3^*8 500 6 55*7 56*6
80 1A • 1 1II--6 22 *5 2li- • 6 2lj- • 6
70 5'Uo 5-97 9*20 10*2+ 10*7
60 2 • k-6 2 'A9 3 • 86 ^•32 ij. • 8.6
50 0*891 0 * 816 1 • 8-3 1 *68 1 '65
electrodes: evaporated gold, except Se2„8 (aluminium)
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A3.8 A.Co conductivity of the As - Se system,
electrodes: evaporated gold.
(a) As0 Se0ag 1 = 1*53 mm A = 0*909 cm^












2.10^* . I{.«1L]..10^ 9*60
5.10^ ii'l4.3.10"10 9*60
103 5*13.10~10 9*60
(ii) T = 350 K
f (J €'r













































2.10 r 2*88o10~'! 1
















































(i) T = 370 K
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370 . Au 9*77
350 Au 9>90
330 Au „ 9*96
315 Au 9 *35
295 Au i 0 • 5
(e) as2 Se^3l_,








A3.1 o As,-, 3 microstrip results, (room temperature)
(a) Sample number 11
Ii — 1-75 mm v: - 1-50 mm t = 2-6 jum





11.-86 - ' 297
■(b) Sample No. 9
h - 1-56 mm w = 1-50 mm t = 1-6 /a m





(c) Sample ITo. 1 h
h. = 1 -30 mm w = 1-50 mm t = 1*3 ju rn










poor san^le: low Q factors.
(d.) Sample No. 15
li = 1'5k nni w = 1 «5U mm t = 1*6 jam
ring resonator, r = 9*67 mm
f Ql insertion loss, oL
GHz db




2*1150 110 ~ 12
2 • 1261+ 155 -
2°1160 86
^•1773 122 13
l± • 21 1 ho
ii--1838 138 10



































(e) Sample Eo, 21
























A3.11 Temperature variation of the As0 microstrip.
(a) Sample ho. 13 (10GHz resonance)
li = 1 '5k mm \r.r = 1 *50 mm t = 1*6 m"































143 2 • 141 2 145
97 2-1451 „ 148












376 2-1 213 89
Sample Ho* 21 (7Gji 2 re s onan ee)
h - 2*05 nun. X! - 2-00 mm t ~
ring resonator, r = 16*1+ mm (at 1
T f OrUJ.J
K
29k 7*1 290 236

























320 7-1195 ■ 210
38-1 7-1112 225
360 7-1062 250
Note: In the calculation of the conductivity of the above
an insertion loss of 12 db was assumed.
o. 8
A3«12 As0 Se^ microstrip results (room temperature)
(a) Sample No. 1
h = 1 *1+0 mm \v = 1 *30 mm t = 1 • 7 M m
straight line resonator, length = It. nun.
n_f
GHz
9 • 11+ 166
12*18
(h) Sample No. 3
h = 1 *76 mm w = 1 *50 mm t = 1 *1 /i m








cracked substrate, resonances difficult to find.
T-.. , ~-i - -;.fp Q
XVkjj? .l'.i i\ ..•Jxk'jx,ju
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